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Supervisor’s Foreword

This thesis represents a comprehensive utilization of computational tools to eluci-
date fundamental physical phenomena that occur at the interface between solids and
liquids. The tools employed include equilibrium and non-equilibrium molecular
dynamics simulations, computational techniques that are finding more and more
relevance because of the continuous improvement of high-end computational
capabilities, and that are developed from rigorous statistical mechanics principles.

The liquids considered in this piece of original work contain water, either as the
only fluid, the majority fluid within which salts are dissolved, or one of two rather
immiscible fluids present. The solid substrates are carefully chosen to provide
insights for the development of applications that are currently attracting enormous
research interest because of their societal importance. The three applications
explicitly considered in this thesis are (a) the design of drag-reducing and
self-cleaning surfaces; (b) water desalination; and (c) the environmentally conscious
development of shale gas.

The results obtained with relevance to each of the three applications are not only
fascinating and interesting, but they in some cases challenge conventional wisdom.
Regarding the first application, the analysis of the hydrodynamic boundary con-
dition demonstrates, contrary to expectations, that it is possible to have a surface
on which the contact angle of water is low, while supporting hydrodynamic
slip. Regarding water desalination, the computational results presented in this thesis
suggest a possible innovative technology that combines the advantages of mem-
brane and capacitive desalination processes, while reducing their limitations.
Regarding shale gas, the results presented here demonstrate that the permeability of
natural gas through the narrow clay pores that are present in shale formations
strongly depend on the amount of water present and on the pressure drop, possibly
explaining the fast decrease in productivity observed in unconventional gas fields
after hydraulic fracturing processes.

London, UK Prof. Alberto Striolo
July 2016
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Abstract

Motivated by the fact that many novel fluid transport phenomena have been dis-
covered at nano length scales, in this thesis I use molecular dynamics simulations to
investigate how a solid surface affects the fluid properties and fluid transport in
nanochannels. My ultimate goal is to search for the molecular signatures of the
macroscopic observations. From the understanding of the mutual relation between
molecular properties and macroscopic observations, I learn how to tailor the fluid–
solid interaction to improve the performance of practical applications including
nano-fluidic devices, water desalination, energy storage, and shale gas exploration.
For example, in Chap. 3 I find out that liquid water can slip on hydrophilic surfaces,
which contradicts conventional knowledge. The responsible molecular signature
appears to be the dynamical properties of interfacial water molecules, governed by
the strength of water–surface interactions and surface morphology. When water
molecules can migrate from one preferential adsorption site to the next without
requiring hopping events, hydrodynamic liquid slip occurs. In Chap. 4 I illustrate
that the structural and dynamical properties of the electric double layer formed near
graphene electrodes are crucial to the performance of supercapacitors and capacitive
desalination devices. By tailoring the electrode, thin and mobile electric double
layer can be obtained that can tremendously enhance the capacitance of superca-
pacitors and the manner that capacitive desalination devices is operated. Finally, in
the study of two-phase (water and methane) flow through muscovite nanopore
reported in Chap. 5 I demonstrate that the flow pattern change not only affects the
movement of methane with respect to that of water but also affects the pore
structure, in particular its width. As muscovite has similar structure to illite, a clay
often found in shale rocks, these results advance our understanding regarding the
mechanism of water and gas transport in tight shale gas formations.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Nanoscale fluid transport is usually referred to the fluid flow through a channel with
the size along one or more directions below 100 nm [1, 2]. At this small length
scale, due to high surface area to volume ratio, the fluid-solid interaction at
solid/fluid interface is one of the dominant factors that governs fluid behaviour [3].
Because of this unique feature many interesting transport phenomena particularly
occur on this length scale including hydrodynamic slip boundary condition [4],
diffusion limited reaction [5], overlap electric double layer and surface-charge-
governed ion transport [6, 7], and single-file molecular transport [8]. These novel
transport phenomena are discovered in many disciplines in science and engineering
[9] and have initiated a wide range of innovative applications such as separation,
water desalination, solvent and solute transport, energy conversion, and biosensing
[1, 9–11]. In the remainder of this chapter I briefly introduce some related literature
and state my research topic.

Perhaps, one of the most novel fluid transport phenomena that has been inten-
sively studied in the past few decades is the hydrodynamic slip boundary condition.
I could mention here an endless list of publications on this interesting topic over
years [4, 12–20]. These publications reminisce the assumption that when a fluid
flows inside a macrochannel the fluid near the surface travels at the same speed as
the surface does. In other words, the fluid in contact with the surface is stationary
with regard to the surface (i.e., no slip boundary condition) [21]. This no slip
boundary condition is successfully applied to model various macroscopic experi-
ments. However, the assumption of no slip boundary condition is violated when
fluids flow inside nanochannels. Many experimental and simulation results strongly
suggest that interfacial fluids can slip on nanochannel surfaces [4]. For example,
Craig et al. [22] used an atomic force microscope (AFM) to measure the hydro-
dynamic drainage force and concluded that hydrodynamic slip boundary condition
occurs. Zhu and Granick [20] used surface force apparatus (SFA) to measure the
drainage force between two approaching surfaces and suggested that the drainage
force becomes up to two to four orders of magnitude less than expected, which is
caused by the slip boundary condition at interface. Barrat and Bocquet [23]

© Springer International Publishing AG 2017
T.A. Ho, Nanoscale Fluid Transport, Springer Theses,
DOI 10.1007/978-3-319-47003-0_1
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simulated the flow of Lennard-Jones fluid on a solid substrate. They concluded that
when the contact angle of a liquid droplet sitting on a solid surface is large enough
the boundary condition of the liquid flow on that surface remarkably differs from
the no-slip boundary condition.

In the context of the hydrodynamic slip boundary condition, carbon nanotube
(CNT) and graphene are the exceptional materials that offer a large degree of liquid
slip. Large liquid slip can reduce the friction between liquid and wall, and increase
the flow rate compared to the continuum hydrodynamic theory. The flow
enhancement, which is the ratio between the flow rate measured in nanochannels
and that estimated using continuum hydrodynamic theory, is described as

e ¼ Qslip
�
Qno�slip

¼ 1þ 8Ls=D
� �

, where Ls and D are the slip length and diameter

of CNT, respectively [24, 25]. The slip length Ls reported for water flow in CNT
and graphene varies from a few nm to a few mm [24]. For example, Majumder et al.
[26] experimentally studied the water flow in 7 nm CNT and reported very large
slip length from 39 × 103 to 68 × 103 nm. As a result the flow rate inside 7 nm
[26] was found to be four to five orders of magnitude higher than that predicted
from continuum hydrodynamic theory. Holt et al. [27] investigated water flow in
sub-2 nm CNTs and found the slip length from 140 to 1400 nm. Thomas et al. [28]
applied MD simulation to study pressure-driven water flow through 1.66–4.99 nm
CNT and reported the slip length varies from 30 to 110 nm. Koumoutsakos et al.
[29] conducted non-equilibrium simulations to study water flow in graphite nano-
pore and estimated the slip length of 64 nm. Maali et al. [17] indirectly measured
the slip length of water on graphite surface using AFM and found the slip length of
8 nm.

When the CNT diameter is small enough (0.81 nm) the water flow through CNT
exhibits another unique feature. Hummer et al. [30], in their molecular dynamics
simulation study, observed the simultaneous and continuous filling of CNT with a
one-dimensionally ordered chain of water molecules (i.e., the single-file water
transport mechanism). This special water configuration was also reported later by
Suk and Aluru [31] in a molecular modelling study of the water transport through
ultrathin graphene.

>Rapid water transport observed CNT and graphene pore when coupling with
ion rejection can advance tremendously water purification applications. Working
toward this goal, Fornasiero et al. [32] experimentally study ion rejection in
sub-2 nm CNT with the negatively charged group attached to the tube entrance.
Their results indicate that about 98 % of ion rejection can be achieved and that the
electrostatic interactions dominate over steric and hydrodynamic effects in gov-
erning ion rejection. Corry [33] in a molecular dynamics simulation study shown
that salt rejection of the 0.66, 0.81, 0.93, and 1.09 nm CNTs under the hydrostatic
pressure of 208 MPa is 100, 100, 95, and 58 %, respectively. The narrow CNT not
only extremely well rejects the ion but also conducts the water at several orders
faster than the existing membranes do. Cohen-Tanugi and Grossman [34] studied
water desalination across nanoporous graphene. They reported that the desalination
performance of graphene membrane depends on pore size, chemical
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functionalization, and applied pressure. Hydroxyl groups attached to the edge of the
graphene pore can roughly double the water flux due to the ability of hydroxyl
functional groups to substitute for water molecules in the ion hydration shell.

The CNT and graphene nanopores not only can reject ions but also can distin-
guish ion types (i.e., ion selectivity). For example, Sint et al. [35] used molecular
dynamics simulations to study ion selectivity through functionalized graphene
nanopores. The graphene nanopore functionalized by negatively charged nitrogen
and fluorine favors the passages of cations such as lithium, sodium, and potassium.
The graphene pore terminated by positively charged hydrogen favors the passages
of anions such as chloride and bromine. The selectivity is caused by the electrostatic
interaction between ions and functional groups. He et al. [36] suggested that by
functionalizing graphene nanopore, changing pore size, and manipulating external
field the graphene nanopores can select either potassium or sodium ions. Hilder
et al. [37] demonstrated that the (5,5) silicon carbide (SiC) nanotube can reject both
sodium and chloride ions, but the (6,6) and the (7,7) SiC nanotubes were found to
be chloride-selective. Song and Corry [38] conducted molecular dynamics simu-
lations to investigate the ion-selectivity through single-walled carbon nanotube.
They demonstrated that different dehydration energies of ions, hydration shell
structures, and interactions with carbon nanotube result in different free energy
barriers when ions enter nanotube.

Ion transport through nanochannels also involves in various electrokinetic
phenomena including electro-osmosis [39]. Because of the strong electrostatic
interaction between ions and surface charges and because of confinement effects,
the behaviour of ions inside nanochannels differs from bulk behaviour. For
example, Stein et al. [6] experimentally studied the ion transport in 70 nm silica
nanochannel. They concluded that at low concentration, the conductance of
nanochannel strongly deviates from the bulk behaviours. When the channel size is
small, the electric double layer (EDL) near the top surface overlaps with the EDL
near the bottom surface. Inside the overlap EDL most of ions are counterions and
the number of counterions inside this EDL depends only on the surface charge.
Because the channel conductance depends only on the number of the counterions it
is independent of bulk electrolyte solution [7].

In the last decade, because of the success of shale gas production in the USA
phenomena occurring that nanometer scale, in particular the gas flow in nanopores,
have attracted great attention of scientists worldwide. Shale is fine-grained, sedi-
mentary rock characterized by small pores ranging from 1 to 200 nm [40]. The
permeability is usually used as a measure of how easy fluid flows through the rock
matrix. It depends largely on the connectivity of the fracture networks and inter-
action between fluid and shale rock. High porosity does not always yield high
permeability because of lack of the flow path. The permeability of shale rocks can
be as low as 1–100 nanodarcy, (for comparison, the permeability of sandstone is of
the order of 1–10 millidarcy) [41]. To economically produce natural gas from shale
horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing have been carried out. The former
exposes more wellbores to the reservoir while the later creates more fracture net-
works to increase the permeability [41].
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Although inorganic matters such as clay minerals are the main component of
shale reservoirs the amount and type of organic content decide whether a shale
reservoir can be targeted for oil and gas exploration [42–44]. Because organic
matter can adsorb gas and store significant amounts of free gas in its pores [45] the
higher the concentration of organic matter in shale reservoir, the better its source
potential [46]. Data in the literature also suggests that clay minerals do not sig-
nificantly contribute to methane sorption in organic-rich shale (e.g., Barnett,
Haynesville) [47, 48].

Under high pressure and temperature, organic matter is usually transformed into
kerogen during sediment diagenesis [42, 49]. Depending on the kerogen types
hydrocarbons in shale reservoir can be oil, wet gas, or dry gas. Based on the atomic
H/C and O/C ratios (i.e., van Krevelen diagram), kerogen is usually classified into
four types [42, 49]. Type I (e.g., Green River kerogen) is primarily formed in
lacustrine and sometimes marine environments. It is highly aliphatic with
H/C > 1.5 and O/C from 0.03 to 0.1. This type of kerogen mainly produces oil but
sometime gas. Type II (e.g., Barnett kerogen) is typically formed in deep marine
environments. It is rich in hydrogen and low in carbon (H/C * 1.3, O/C * 0.15).
This kerogen can produce oil and gas. Type III is derived from higher plant debris
(e.g., coal). It has H/C < 0.8 and O/C from 0.03 to 0.3. It can generate mostly dry
gas. Type IV kerogen consists of residual organic matter with high carbon content
and no hydrogen. This type of kerogen has no potential in generating hydrocarbons.

When a shale reservoir is targeted for oil and gas production horizontal drilling
and hydraulic fracturing are carried out to extract hydrocarbons. During production
stage, fluids flow through pore networks at different length scales. Figure 1.1 shows
a conceptual model highlighting the importance of the phenomena occurring at
nanometer length scale in shale gas production [50]. At nanometer length scale
(yellow square), gas molecules desorb from kerogen/clay matrix and diffuse into the
nanopore network. From nanopore network gas flows into micro-fracture network
(purple square) and to wellbore for production (blue square). Because gases

Fig. 1.1 Conceptual model
demonstrating multiple length
scales involving in shale gas
production (modified from
[50])
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desorption and diffusion in kerogen/clay matrix are the slowest processes they are
considered to be the time-limiting steps governing the overall productivity.
Understanding gas adsorption, desorption, diffusion, and flow in kerogen/clay
nanopores, therefore, are important to the sustainability of un-conventional oil and
gas production.

Different equations and models have been implemented to describe the flow in
pores of different size. The Knudsen (Kn) number, the ratio between the mean free
path of fluid molecule and the characteristic dimension of the pore, is usually used
to classify the flow regime [51–53]. If Kn < 0.01 the flow in the pore can be
assumed as continuum. The hydrodynamic non-slip boundary condition
Hagen-Poiseuille equation or Darcy’s law Q ¼ pr4

8l
DP
L (where r is the pore radius, μ

is the fluid viscosity, ΔP/L is the pressure drop along the channel length L) is
suitable to estimate the flow rate in micropores in unconventional and conventional
reservoirs [50]. When 0.01 < Kn < 0.1 gas molecules slip on the solid surface (i.e.,
slippage effect or Klinkenberg effect). As we discussed above, fluid slippage inside
pores can lead to significant flow enhancement. The Darcy’s law with the
assumption of no-slip boundary condition underestimates the flow rate when slip
occurs. Modification of the continuum theory such as Klinkenberg correction is
required to correctly predict the gas flow rate in this flow regime [41, 54, 55]. When
0.1 < Kn < 10 (transition flow) both slip flow and diffusion flow can occur. At this
flow regime traditional hydrodynamics equations start to fail to predict the flow rate
[51]. When Kn > 10 continuum theory completely breaks down. The Knudsen
diffusion equation qqM

/A ¼ Dk
DP
RTL (where q is the flow rate, ρ is the fluid density, ϕ is

the porosity, ΔP is the pressure drop, A is the cross area, L is the length of pore, T is

temperature, and Dk ¼ d
3

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
8RT
pM

q
is the Knudsen diffusion coefficient) is used to

estimate flow rate [27, 50]. The Knudsen diffusion theory is based on several
assumptions. First, the pore size is much smaller than mean free path of molecules.
Second, density is small so that gas-gas collisions are insignificant comparing to
gas-wall collisions. In the nanopores such as those found in shale reservoirs the
second assumption is violated because of high gas pressure and high fluid density
[52]. Indeed, the Knudsen diffusion theory underestimated by at least one to two
orders of magnitude the flow of fluid in carbon nanotube [27]. Therefore, accurate
descriptions of gas transport through nanopores require more experimental or
numerical studies.

Molecular modeling is a useful technique that has been extensively employed to
study the flow inside shale matrix [52, 55–59]. Monte Carlo (MC) and molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations can be deployed to simultaneously model adsorption
and flows in nanopores, in particular nanopores in kerogen. To enable these sim-
ulations, different kerogen models were proposed. Ungerer et al. [60] developed
kerogen models that differ in type and thermal maturation. Their kerogen molecules
were built to reproduce the elemental properties obtained from the elemental and
functional group analysis of the kerogen in Duvernay organic-rich marine shale
formation [61]. The resultant models can predict thermodynamics properties and
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volumetric properties of kerogen. Bousige et al. [62] constructed molecular model
of immature and mature kerogens using a technique that combines MD and hybrid
reverse MC simulations. Their models can reproduce the experimental pair distri-
bution function, atomic chemical composition and density of kerogen. Thanks to
the use of reactive force field their model can be implemented to study the structural
deformation and fracture mechanism of kerogen under severe stimulation such as
fracking [62]. Other authors used carbon material as a proxy to kerogen [59, 63]. In
general, because of the limitation of molecular modeling all kerogen models pos-
sess only the micropores (<2 nm). The mesopores and macropores are not present.

Regarding the fluids flow in kerogen matrix, Falk et al. [63] employed molecular
dynamics simulation to study the flow of condensed hydrocarbons through nano-
porous media. They used carbon material as a model for kerogen. They concluded
that Darcy’s law fails to predict transport in shale nanoporous matrix because of the
strong adsorption in kerogen and the breakdown of hydrodynamics at the nanoscale
[63]. They proposed new theoretical framework basing on statistical mechanics
molecular simulation that does not require assuming any flow types that is common
in continuum theory. The new models base on the slip-like friction of hydrocarbons
within the kerogen and a free volume term. Collell et al. [57] studied transport
mechanism of hydrocarbons through kerogen membrane. The kerogen model used
represents oil-prone type II kerogen. They concluded that the mechanism of
hydrocarbons transport through kerogen membranes is purely diffusion. Ho et al.
[64] employed MC and MD simulations to study the adsorption and extraction of
methane from the kerogen matrix. The model they used is type II-D mature kerogen
similar to that found in Barnett shale. The kerogen model yields density and pore
size distribution that are in good agreement with experimental data. The comparison
of the adsorption isotherm obtained from MC simulation with experimental results
suggests that the model can be used to predict the amount of gas deposited in
organic-rich shale in US. Interestingly, the methane extraction simulation is carried
out to study the mechanism of methane release in kerogen. The results indicate that
methane release from kerogen matrix occurs in a two-stages process. First, methane
was produced very fast at the beginning of extraction. This is because the gas
extracted is mainly the pressurized gas. The pressure gradient is the main driving
force at this stage. After that methane is extracted at very slow rate due to the slow
desorption and diffusion of gas in kerogen matrix. In overall the extraction rate
profile obtained from MD simulation is, in some sense, in good agreement with the
declines curves observed in field production. The prediction of the gas production
in the future most likely depends on the gas extraction in the second stages.

From the above discussions, one can easily recognize that insight into nanoscale
fluid transport phenomena can be studied using Monte Carlo (MC) and molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations [65–69]. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation pack-

ages [70, 71] solve Newton’s second law of motion for each atom
P

j Fij ¼ mi
d2ri
dt2 ,

where mi, ri, t, and Fij are atomic mass, position of atom i, time, and force between
atoms i and j, respectively. The force Fij ¼ �riVij, where Vij is the interaction
potential. The equation of motion is usually integrated within the cut-off distance,
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with the random initial configurations and initial velocities calculated from
Boltzmann distribution [70]. To study the transport of fluid two types of flow are
usually implemented. The first kind is the Couette flow, in which the atoms
belonging to the surfaces are driven at a constant velocity. The second type is the
Poiseuille flow, in which a body force is applied on each fluid atom [21]. The
trajectory of each atom and thermodynamic properties are obtained from the sim-
ulation. By analysing these outputs, the physical properties of the system can be
achieved enclosing density profile, velocity profile, radial distribution function,
orientation distribution, diffusion coefficient, etc. These results help to understand
the behaviours of fluid at solid/fluid interfaces and fluid transport in nanochannel.
Multiple molecular dynamics simulation packages available are LAMMPS,
GROMACS, CHARMM, NAMD, and materials studio.

Monte Carlo molecular simulation, in particular grand canonical Monte Carlo
(GCMC) simulation has been extensively used to compute isotherms in porous
materials. Therefore, it is a good tool to estimate how much fluid should be present
inside nanopores at specific thermodynamics conditions before MD simulation is
carried out. Technically, MC simulation is started from a microstate (i.e., config-
uration) that is part of the sampling ensemble, and then moved on to a new
microstate (i.e., new configuration). If the energy of the new configuration is
smaller than that of the old configuration the move is accepted. If the energy of new
configuration is larger than the energy of the old configuration the move is accepted
with probabilities that satisfy the Boltzmann distribution. For example, the proba-
bility of moving a configuration from lower energy state to higher energy state is
p (p < 1). A random number Ra is generated from a uniform distribution in the
interval [0,1]. The move is accepted if Ra < p and rejected otherwise. It is important
that the random-number generator does generate Ra uniformly in the interval [0,1].
Even though the dynamics of the simulated system cannot be study using MC
simulation, the equilibrium properties sampled by this technique should reproduce
the real system’s equilibrium properties [72].

In GCMC simulation, chemical potential, volume, and temperature are fixed.
The principal of this technique is the adsorbed gas in nanopores is in equilibrium
with gas in the imaginary reservoir. At equilibrium the temperature and chemical
potential of fluid in simulation box equals to those of fluids in the reservoirs. There
are two MC moves that we have to sample: (i) displacement of particle in which a
particle is selected randomly and given a new position and (ii) insertion and
removal of particles in which a particle is inserted into the system at random
position or a random particle is removed from the system. These moves are
accepted according to a mechanical statistical rule as discussed above. To be able to
compare the calculated isotherms with experimental results the amount of fluid
inside the pore as a function of pressure is desired. Because the pressure is related to
the chemical potential by an equation of state it is always possible to calculate
pressure corresponding to a given chemical potential and vice versa. Another
approach would be to perform an “empty box” simulation (i.e. box without
adsorbent) to establish the gas pressure at specific chemical potential [73]. Multiple
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simulation packages are available to conduct MC molecular simulations including
LAMMPS, Towhee, Music, and Cassandra.

Inspired by the fact that many novel fluid transport phenomena are discovered
and play important roles in numerous applications and that molecular simulations
have been used extensively to study nanoscale fluid transport, in this thesis I
implement MD simulations to study fluid transport through nanochannels. In par-
ticular, I employ equilibrium and non-equilibrium atomistic molecular dynamics
simulations using LAMMPS and GROMACS to investigate how fluids behave at
interfaces (solid/liquid and liquid/gas interfaces) and how the interfacial fluid
properties affect fluid transport. The solid substrates I consider are metal oxide
surfaces, clay minerals, and graphene. The fluids are water, aqueous electrolyte
solutions, and methane. My ultimate research goal is to search for the molecular
signatures of the macroscopic observations. From the understanding of the mutual
relation between molecular signatures and macroscopic observations, I learn how to
tailor the fluid-solid interaction to improve the performance of practical applications
as diverse as nano-fluidic devices, water desalination, energy storage, and shale gas
exploration.

The thesis is organized as follow. In Chap. 2 I provide the basic background of
molecular dynamics simulations. In Chap. 3 I report the results on the correlation
between the molecular properties of interfacial water and the hydrodynamic
boundary condition, which is described in terms of slip versus no-slip boundary
conditions. Briefly, it is well known that hydrophobic surfaces tend to cause water
slip whereas hydrophilic ones do not. My molecular dynamics simulation results,
however, suggest that this dichotomy might be purely coincidental. Indeed, liquid
water can slip on hydrophilic surfaces and the microscopic properties of interfacial
water at solid/liquid interfaces are responsible for this observation. My finding
could lead to the advancement of a variety of applications, including the design of
hydrophilic nano-porous membranes with high permeation and self-cleaning
hydrophilic surfaces.

In Chap. 4 I provide details of the study on the role of thin and mobile electric
double layers in capacitive desalination and energy storage. Shortly, the structural
and dynamical properties of the ions accumulating near the electrodes are the main
factors that affect the performance of the supercapacitors and capacitive desalina-
tion devices. Using MD simulations I proposed a composite electrodes that favour
the formation of compact and mobile EDL. These allow us to both effectively and
efficiently store energy and purify water.

In Chap. 5 I present my molecular dynamics simulation results for the study of
the water and methane migration in muscovite nanopore. The effects of flow pat-
terns on the fluid transport and on the pore structure are investigated. The results
indicate the movement of methane with respect to that of water changes when the
flow pattern is altered. My results also illustrate the importance of the capillary
force, due to the formation of water bridges across the clay pores, not only on the
fluid flow, but also on the pore structure, in particular its width. When the water
bridges are broken, perhaps because of fast fluid flow, the capillary force vanishes
leading to significant pore expansion. Because muscovite has similar structure to
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illite, a clay often found in shale rocks, these results advance my understanding
regarding the mechanism of water and gas transport in tight shale gas formations.

Finally, in Chap. 6 I provide a comprehensive conclusion about the work pre-
sented in this thesis and the outlook. Note that in Appendix A and B, I provide the
supplemental information to support the work presented in Chap. 4. In particular, in
Appendix A, I provide the research on the polarizability effects in molecular
dynamics simulations of the graphene/water interface. In Appendix B I report the
additional details for the numerical integration of the Poisson equation.
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Chapter 2
Methodology

2.1 Basic Background of Molecular Dynamics Simulation

Molecular dynamics simulation solves Newton’s second law of motion for each

atom
P
j
Fij ¼ mi

d2
ri

dt2 , where mi, ri, t, and Fij are atomic mass, position of atom i,

time, and force between atoms i and j, respectively. The equation of motion is
usually integrated with the random initial configurations and initial velocities cal-
culated from Boltzmann distribution [1]. Solving the equation of motion requires
the input of atomic mass, time step, and force. While it is straightforward to provide
atomic mass and time step (e.g., 1 fs) the determination of the force between atom i
and j requires special care because MD simulation results strongly depend on the
applied force field. The force F is calculated from the interaction potential Vij as
Fij ¼ �riVij.

2.1.1 Force Field

In my simulations, non-bonded potential energy is described as:

Vij ¼ 4eij
dij
rij

� �12

� dij
rij

� �6
" #

þ f
qiqj
errij

ð2:1Þ

The first terms in the right-hand side of Eq. (2.1) describe Lennard-Jones
(LJ) interaction. The second terms in the right-hand side of Eq. (2.1) describe
electrostatic potentials. The cross LJ interaction between unlike species is given by
the Lorentz-Berthelot mixing rules: rij ¼ rii þ rjj

2 and eij ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
eiiejj

p
. The calculation of

the non-bonded interactions is the most time consuming step in molecular dynamics
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simulation. To speed up the computation, the interactions between two atoms
separated by a distance greater than the cutoff distance are ignored. While this
approach works well for the Lennard-Jones interaction it is not suitable to imple-
ment for the system where charged atoms are present because of the significance of
the long-range electrostatic interaction. The most popular method to approximate
the electrostatic interaction is to partition it into a long-range component and a
short-range component. The short-range component is calculated following
Eq. (2.1) in real space and the long-range one is estimated in Fourier space using
different approaches including Ewald, particle-mesh Ewald (PME), and
Particle-Particle Particle-Mesh methods [1]. These methods require less computer
time compared to the direct summation using Eq. (2.1). In my simulations I usually
implement PME algorithm to calculate the long-range electrostatic interaction.

As water is present in all of my simulated systems selecting the good water
model is critical to simulation results. There are a lot of models available in liter-
ature including SPC [2], SPC/E [3], TIP4P/2005 [4], TIP3P [5], TIP5P [6],
TIP4P/2005f [7], and SWM4_NDP [8] water models. SPC and SPC/E are the three
sites rigid water models. Partial charges are assigned to oxygen and hydrogen
atoms, while the center of LJ interactions is the oxygen atom. When the rigid
SPC/E model is implemented, the two O–H bonds and the fictitious H–H bond
lengths were constrained using the SHAKE algorithm [9]. TIP4P/2005 is a four
sites rigid model. The oxygen atom carries no charge and is the center of LJ
interaction. Partial charges are assigned to each hydrogen atom and to a dummy
atom M located along the bisector of the HOH angle. TIP5P is a rigid five-sites
water model. A partial charge is placed on each hydrogen atom, and partial charges
of equal magnitude and opposite sign are placed on two lone-pair interaction sites.
The oxygen atom has no charge and it functions as the center of LJ interactions.
TIP3P is a three-sites rigid water model. It was developed to improve the energy
and density for liquid water [5]. TIP4P/2005f is the flexible version TIP4P/2005
water model [7]. The O–H bond and HOH angle are allowed to vibrate in this water
models. SWM4_DP is a polarizable water model with four sites and Drude
polarizability. The oxygen atom is the center of LJ interactions. The charge dis-
tribution is represented by three point charges: two hydrogen sites and one addi-
tional site positioned along the HOH bisector. Electronic induction is described by
introducing a classical charged Drude particle attached to the oxygen by a harmonic
spring. The oxygen atom carries a partial charge equal and opposite that of the
Drude particle.

In my thesis, because I study the structural and dynamical properties of inter-
facial water the selected water model is expected to reproduce, at least the prop-
erties of bulk water. Mark and Nilsson [10], in the study of the structure and
dynamics of the TIP3P, SPC, SPC/E water models at 297 K, compared the radial
distribution function gOO, gOH, and gHH (i.e., a common property used to study
structure of liquid water) and self-diffusion coefficients with experimental data.
They reported that SPC/E model give the best bulk water dynamics and structure
and SPC and TIP3P water models predict less water structure and faster diffusion
when compared with experimental data. Pusztai et al. [11] compared the radial
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distribution function of water models including SPC/E, TIP4P, TIP4P-2005 with
the neutron diffraction data and reported that the structure of liquid water predicted
using these water models are reasonable when compared with experimental data.
For SWM4-NDP water model, while the radial distribution function gOO is con-
sistent with experimental data the gOH and gHH are slightly different from experi-
mental results [8]. In the Table 2.1 I compare the self-diffusion coefficients reported
for some popular water models. For comparison, the self-diffusion coefficient
obtained from experiment is 2.3 × 10−5 cm2/s [12].

Among the popular water models mentioned SWM4-NDP reproduces the best
experimental data of self-diffusion coefficient. While SPC, TIP3P, and TIP5P
models overestimate TIP4P/2005 and TIP4P/2005f models underestimate the
self-diffusion coefficient of water. Self-diffusion coefficient predicted using SPC/E
model is slightly higher than experimental result.

A good water model is the model that reproduces all the properties of water
molecules (e.g., dipole moment, dielectric constant, density, self-diffusion coeffi-
cient, radial distribution function, heat capacity, and phase diagram…). No water
model in literature can reproduce all of these properties [14]. Because SPC/E is a
simple (3 rigid sites) water model that reproduces well the experimental structure
(i.e., radial distribution function gOO, gOH, and gHH [10]), and self-diffusion coef-
ficient of water [13] at ambient conditions it is the model of choice in my
simulation.

Molecular dynamics simulation results strongly depend on the force field
describing the interactions among various constituents in the simulated system. For
example, in one of my publications [15] I compare the water properties predicted on
the crystalline silica substrate. I implement four different force fields to describe the
silica surface. These force fields yield different orientation and flexibility of surface
hydrogen atoms, and also different interaction potentials with water molecules. My
results indicate the dependence of both structural and dynamical properties on the
force field implemented. Comparison with experimental data is therefore necessary
to discriminate the accuracy of implemented force fields. In this thesis, where this
comparison is possible I will provide in details.

2.1.2 Algorithm

Solving the equation of motion requires the calculation of the pair-wise potential
energy for all the atoms in the system. Due to the complicated nature of this

Table 2.1 Self-diffusion coefficients (10−5 cm2/s) reported for some popular water models

H2O SPC SPC/E TIP3P TIP5P TIP4P/2005 TIP4P/2005f SWM4-NDP

D 3.85 [13] 2.49 [13] 5.13 [13] 2.62 [13] 2.08 [4] 1.93 [7] 2.33 [8]
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calculation, there is no analytical solution to the equations of motion. Therefore, a
numerical method is applied. Numerous numerical algorithms have been developed
to integrate the equations of motion including Verlet and leap-frog [1].

In my simulations I usually apply leap-frog algorithm to solve Newton’s
equations of motion. According to this algorithm, the position and velocity are
described as follow:

r tþ dtð Þ ¼ r tð Þþ vðtþ 1
2
dtÞdt ð2:2Þ

v tþ 1
2
dt

� �
¼ v t � 1

2
dt

� �
þ FðtÞ

m
dt ð2:3Þ

In Eq. (2.3) the velocities are calculated at time tþ 1
2 dt. These are then used to

calculate the positions r at time tþ dt. In this way, the velocities leap over the
positions, then the positions leap over the velocities. The velocities at time t can be
approximated by Eq. (2.4):

v tð Þ ¼ 1
2

v tþ 1
2
dt

� �
þ v t � 1

2
dt

� �� �
ð2:4Þ

2.1.3 Themostat

By simply solving the Newtonian equation of motion for all atoms in the system the
NVE ensemble (i.e., microcanonical ensemble in which the number of atom, vol-
ume, energy are constant) is generated. Because molecular dynamics simulation
results are expected to be compared with the experimental data, which are usually
obtained at constant temperature, the NVT ensemble (i.e., canonical ensemble in
which the number of atom, volume, temperature are constant) must be generated.
Another reason I need to control the temperature, although it is not from the
thermodynamic standpoint, is because of the numerical errors from MD simulation
algorithm. Using thermostat can avoid steady energy drift from equilibrium state.
Several thermostat methods are available in the literature including Andersen,
Berendsen, Nose-Hoover [1]. For example, in Andersen thermostat the velocities of
particles at each time step are reassigned the new values chosen from
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution [1, 16]. While this method requires no direct
modification of the integration of equation of motion [16] it disturbs the velocity
time correlations and slow down the kinetics of the system [1, 16]. Therefore, it
should not be used to study dynamical properties. In Berendsen thermostat the
deviation of the system temperature from target temperature T0 is corrected slowly

as dTdt ¼
T0�TðtÞ

s , where s is the time constant. This approach does not yield a true

canonical ensemble. However, when the system is large enough most of the
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ensemble averages is not remarkably affected, except the kinetic energy distribution
[1]. In the widely used Nose-Hoover thermostat the equation of motion is modified

as: d
2
ri

dt2 ¼ Fi
mi
� pf

Q
dri
dt . The friction parameter f is a dynamic quantity and its equation

of motion is described as: dpfdt ¼ ðT � T0Þ. In my simulation I apply Noose-Hover

thermostat because it allows one to rigorously generate a correct canonical
ensemble [1].

Most of the equilibrium MD simulation results are quantified after equilibrium is
established. To verify if the simulated system is equilibrated, temperature, structural
and dynamical properties are monitored as a function of time. Equilibrium state is
considered to be obtained when these properties do not change with simulation
time.

2.1.4 Periodic Boundary Condition

Periodic boundary conditions enable a large (infinite) system to be simulated using
a small simulation box containing the atoms of interest. MD simulation algorithm is
developed in a way that the central box is surrounded by its images in all directions.
Atom in the central box interacts not only with the atoms in the same box but also
with the atoms in the image box. In this way, the atoms in simulated box experience
the forces as they are in large system. In my simulation I use cubic box and apply
periodic boundary condition in all directions.

2.2 Non-equilibrium Simulation

In Fig. 2.1 I present two types of flow geometry implemented in this thesis to study
the transport of fluids inside nanochannels. The first type is the Couette flow (top
panel) [17], in which the atoms belonging to the top surface are driven at a constant

Fig. 2.1 Schematic drawing
showing the Couette (top) and
Poiseuille (bottom) flow
geometries used in my
non-equilibrium simulations
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velocity and the atoms belonging to the bottom surface are kept stationary. The
typical velocity profile for this flow is shown in the top right panel. The second type
is the Poiseuille flow (bottom panel), in which accelerations are applied to fluid
atoms to force them to move in a specific direction [18]. The surfaces in Poiseuille
flow geometry are kept stationary. The characteristic velocity profile of the
Poiseuille flow is provided in bottom right panel. The non-equilibrium simulations
are conducted until the velocity profile does not change with time (steady state
flow).

In non-equilibrium MD simulations, the applied velocity in Couette geometry
and the applied acceleration in Poiseuille flow are very large compared to those
encountered in experiments. This is due to computing power limitations [18, 19].
However, because it has been reported that the time scale for fluid flow scales
linearly with the applied acceleration [20, 21], and because many non-equilibrium
MD simulation results are consistent with the experimental data [21, 22], I expect
that reliable data can be obtained using non-equilibrium MD simulation.

Two approaches are usually used to control the temperature in non-equilibrium
simulation: thermostat is coupled to all atoms in the system and thermostat is
coupled only to the surfaces. In the later case, confined fluids exchange heat with
the wall during the course of the simulation [23]. In my simulation I apply the
former case. When implementing this algorithm it is essential to subtract the
nonzero streaming velocity in the direction of the flow when calculating the kinetic
energy. However, because the streaming velocity is un-known, only the velocity
component perpendicular to the flow direction is usually thermostatted [24]. Since
my streaming velocity is very small compared to the thermal velocity I include the
streaming velocity in my temperature calculations. This will not result in significant
error because small streaming velocity contributes only a tiny fraction of the total
kinetic energy [25, 26]. Also, as demonstrated by Khare et al. [27], the differences
in the temperature profiles expected at the shear rate considered in the this thesis are
minimal and only present at the centre of the channel, the structure of interfacial
water will not depend on the thermostat, and the conclusions in this thesis will hold
independently on the algorithm considered.

The most common results presented in this thesis are the density and velocity
profiles. In the left panel of Fig. 2.2 I show the schematic drawing presenting my

Fig. 2.2 Schematic drawing showing the algorithm to calculate the profiles
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algorithm to compute the velocity/density profiles as a functions of position in
between two substrates. I divide the volume into bins that spans entire length of
simulation box in X and Y directions, and 1 Å along the Z direction (dashed line).
I then average the properties of the atoms in each bin over time. The averaged
properties are plotted as a function of position z as shown in the middle panel. In
the right panel of Fig. 2.2 I report the schematic drawing presenting my algorithm
to calculate the planar density distribution, for example the distribution of water in
the first hydration layer on the plane parallel to the surface. In this calculation, only
the water in the layer of interest is taken into account. I divide the volume into small
box of 1 × 1 Å2 in XY plane and average the density inside each box over time.
The density is then plotted in a 3D contour plot. For other properties reported in this
thesis where the algorithm is applied I will provide in details.
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Chapter 3
Correlation Between Interfacial Water
Properties and Hydrodynamic Boundary
Conditions

3.1 Introduction

Molecular-level understanding of hydrophobic effects including protein folding [1],
micelle and cellular membrane formation [2], and frictionless flow of water through
carbon nanotube membranes [3–5] is a scientific challenge. A now famous 2008
commentary by Granick and Bae [6] initiated a scientific discussion to identify the
molecular signature of hydrophobic vs. hydrophilic surfaces. The question is
whether or not molecular properties exist for interfacial water molecules that change
with the surface ‘degree of hydrophobicity’. Identifying such properties and their
macroscopic consequences, in particular, could advance practical applications, e.g.,
designing self-cleaning surfaces, as well as fundamental scientific endeavours
including understanding self-assembly [7].

Molecular simulations should allow the discovery of such molecular signatures
because they allow a systematic variation of the properties of a surface, as well as of
surface-water interactions [8]. Although the resultant substrates may not be realistic,
the results are useful to interpret nature and to design innovative materials. It has
so far been possible to relate some macroscopic observables to the degree of
hydrophobicity (i.e., contact angle to adsorption free energy [9]). Garde and
coworkers employed equilibrium molecular dynamics to determine a number of
quantities, including local density, contact angle, and adsorption of small solutes for
water near surfaces of varying degrees of hydrophobicity [10]. While the local
water density provided unsatisfactory characterization, the probability of cavity
formation was found to be large near hydrophobic and small near hydrophilic
surfaces.
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The present work focuses on the relation between one important macroscopic
signature of hydrophobic surfaces, the hydrodynamic liquid slip, to molecular
interfacial water properties. Flat surfaces are arbitrarily classified as hydrophobic
when a water droplet yields a contact angle larger than 90°, hydrophilic otherwise.
There are numerous evidences supporting for the fact that the hydrophobic surfaces
tend to cause water slip [11–20]. Large liquid slip on hydrophobic surfaces could
reduce the drag in vessels navigating the seas, the pressure drop encountered by
fluids flowing inside pipes, and even repel ice formation. At nano length scale,
liquid slip seems to appear when a fluid does not wet a surface [11, 19, 21–23] and
the degree of slip depends on the surface roughness [19, 24]. Liquid slip is also
found on micro-structured hydrophobic surfaces [25, 26]. On these textured sur-
faces, if the liquid completely penetrates into the rough grooves (Wenzel state) fluid
adheres more strongly to the textured surface when compared to Cassie state (i.e.,
the liquid does not penetrate the grooves) [27]. In Cassie state liquid/solid interface
actually consists of two interfaces: liquid/solid and liquid/vapour [28].
Liquid/vapour interface is the shear-free interface that offers liquid slip [29]. Since
in Wenzel state liquid adheres strongly to the textured surface causing high contact
angle hysteresis Cassie textured surface is usually preferred for some water repel-
lent practical applications including self-cleaning surface [27]. Because the extent
of slip varies systematically with the contact angle [13, 20, 30], in the case of water,
slip should occur on hydrophobic surfaces [16]. However, in this study I present a
surprising results demonstrating that water can slip on hydrophilic surface as well.
Equilibrium and non-equilibrium MD simulations are employed to quantify the
extent of water slip at various solid interfaces and search for molecular-level
hydrophobic signatures.

3.2 Methodology

3.2.1 Surface Constructions

The surface that I considered in this work is MgO. Its crystal structure is cubic with
octahedral Mg and O. It is simulated by using the CLAYFF force field [31]. Many
experimental results demonstrated that water dissociates on MgO surface to from
surface hydroxyl group [32–34]. Because in my model water dissociation is not
permitted, in general my simulated MgO surface is not realistic. However, by
applying this simple MgO model I can easily alter the surface properties, a common
approach applied in MD simulation to study how the strength of surface/water
interaction and the surface morphology can affect interfacial water properties.
I arbitrarily modify the MgO surface following two protocols. In the first protocol, I
reduce the electrostatic interactions between water and the MgO surface atoms by a
factor W, comprised between 0 and 1. When W = 1 I recover MgO. When W = 0
there is no partial charge on the surface atoms. In the second modification protocol I
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maintain both dispersive and electrostatic surface-water interactions consistent with
those of original MgO, but I reduce the lattice parameter that separates Mg and O
atoms by a factor D. When D = 1 I recover MgO. As D decreases the surface
atomic density increases.

3.2.2 Contact Angle Simulations

In Fig. 3.1 I show a representative equilibrium simulation snapshot to demonstrate
the method to model contact angle of water droplet on a solid surface. A water
droplet of 1000 water molecules was placed on the top of three surfaces MgO, W,
and D that constructed following the method discussed above. In all cases, water
molecules are described using the SPC/E model [35]. All simulations were con-
ducted using LAMMPS [36], and performed in NVT ensemble (i.e., constant
volume, number of particles, and temperature) at ambient conditions (T = 300 K).
At equilibrium, the shape of the droplet insignificantly changes during the course of
simulation. Following Ref. [37] a plane perpendicular to the surface and passing
through the droplet centre of mass was identified. Along this plane the drop was
sectioned in 0.5 Å wide bins used to calculate the atomic densities. The
vacuum/water interface was defined when the water density decreases to 0.2 g/cm3.
The contact angle was determined at three point contact lines and was used to
classify if the surface is hydrophilic or hydrophobic.

3.2.3 Couette Flow Simulations

In Fig. 3.2 I report, on the left panel, one simulation snapshot to illustrate the
protocol implemented to determine the presence/absence of liquid slip. To inves-
tigate the presence/absence of liquid slip one could implement either the Couette or

Fig. 3.1 Simulation snapshot demonstrates the method used to determine the contact angle of
water on solid surface. Red and white spheres represent water oxygen and hydrogen atoms,
respectively. Green and grey spheres are the magnesium and oxygen atoms of the surface,
respectively
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the pressure-driven Poiseuille flow. Hydrodynamic slip is independent of the flow
type [38]. Following Thompson and Troian [23], I simulated a Couette flow. Two
parallel mirror-image solid surfaces are placed along the Z axis. The bottom surface
is maintained at a fixed location. The top surface is displaced along the X direction
with a constant velocity, vX = 100 m/s. Admittedly, the resultant shear rate, which
is limited by the current state-of-the-art computational resources, is much higher
than shear rates typically explored experimentally [39], yet comparable to those
found in high performance lubrication applications such as rocket engines and
computer disk drives [40]. Nevertheless, important insights can be attained from
simulations, as shown, for example, by Martini et al. [18]. In most simulations
reported here the atoms within the solid are maintained rigid. To ensure that this
simplification does not introduce spurious effects [17], I conducted representative
simulations in which the surface atoms vibrate, while maintaining the entire system
at the desired temperature. No statistically significant differences were observed
between the results obtained for MgO. The results presented also do not depend on
the thermostat (Berendsen vs. Nose-Hoover). It should be pointed out that the
Couette-type simulations are initiated after the thin film of water confined within the
slit-shaped pores has been equilibrated at ambient conditions. Consequently, liquid
water wets all surfaces considered in the non-equilibrium simulations discussed
herein.

Fig. 3.2 Simulation snapshot illustrating the protocol implemented to study the transport
properties for confined water in a Couette flow (left). The bottom surface is maintained in its fixed
position, while the top one is moved with constant velocity of 100 m/s (0.001 Å/fs) along the X
direction. When the Couette flow is fully established I can study the density profile of the oxygen
atoms of the confined water, as well as the velocity of the confined water molecules along the X
direction as a function of their position within the narrow slit-shaped channel (right, example for
MgO substrate). When the velocity of the water molecules in contact with the solid substrates
equals that of the solid (as in the case of MgO) the simulations suggest no slip. On the contrary,
when the water velocity in contact with the solid surface differs from that of the solid,
hydrodynamic liquid slip is observed
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At steady states the water molecules confined in the gap between the two sur-
faces manifest a characteristic velocity profile [vw,X(z)]. In the right panel of
Fig. 3.2 I show the oxygen atomic density profile and the velocity profile for water
molecules as a function of their Z position. The reference z = 0 is the centre atomic
position of the top layer of the bottom surface. The slip velocity is defined as the
velocity of the water in the first hydration layer [41]. The slip length Ls is attained
by extrapolating the velocity profiles from reference z = 0 to the distance at which
the fluid velocity equals the surface velocity (i.e., vx = 0 m/s) [42]. A small
uncertainty is expected when estimating slip length because it depends on the
definition of the wall position (reference z = 0). Sometime the position of the wall
is taken at the centre of mass of the innermost layer of solid wall. Sometime it is
taken at a distance of σ (Van der Waals size of solid atom) away from the surface
[15]. The temperature is maintained at 300 K, as in all other cases.

3.3 Results

In the top panels of Fig. 3.3 I report the water droplet profiles used to calculate the
contact angles as W and D vary. The results indicate that the contact angle simu-
lated on MgO surface (i.e., W = 1 or D = 1 surface) is *47° indicating a hydro-
philic surface. When W decreases the MgO surface, originally hydrophilic,
becomes hydrophobic. For example, when W = 0 the surface interacts with water
molecules only via weak dispersive interactions, and the contact angle becomes
*130° (bottom left panel), characteristic of a hydrophobic surface. The results also
suggest that the contact angle changes non monotonically as D decreases, although
remaining in all cases lower than 90° (consistent with hydrophilic surfaces), and
reaches *30° when D = 0.62 (i.e., very hydrophilic surface). It is worth men-
tioning that the distance between Mg and O atoms in MgO is 0.21 nm, less than the
diameter of one SPC/E water molecule. Thus all surfaces considered here are
atomically smooth.

The non-monotonic dependence of the contact angle on the change in D can be
explained based on the orientation of the water molecules at contact with the solid
substrate, in qualitative agreement with the arguments proposed by Giovambattista
et al. [37] and by Lee and Rossky [43]. To quantify these effects I report in Fig. 3.4
the density profiles for oxygen and hydrogen atoms of water molecules in the
direction perpendicular to the solid substrates as D decreases from 1 to 0.62. The
results are only shown up to 4 Å from the substrates.

When D = 1 (left) the first oxygen peak is found at z = 2.45 Å and two
hydrogen peaks are found at z = 1.65 Å and z = 3.05 Å. The first hydrogen peak is
closer to the surface than the first oxygen peak, indicating that, on average, one of
the OH bonds of about half the water molecules belonging to the first hydration
layer points towards the surface. Similar density distributions are found when
D = 0.9 (second panel from left), suggesting that the orientation of water molecules
does not change significantly when D changes from 1 to 0.9. However, the oxygen
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peak is found at z = 2.65 Å when D = 0.9, farther from the surface than the first
oxygen peak on the D = 1 surface. The oxygen peak on the D = 0.9 surface is also
broader and less intense than that on the D = 1 surface. These features suggest that
interfacial water molecules are, to some extent, repelled from the surface when D is
decreased from 1 to 0.9. As a consequence of this molecular-level repulsion the
contact angle increases from *47° to *72°, as shown in Fig. 3.3.

More dramatic are the changes in the density profiles for both oxygen and
hydrogen atoms of interfacial water obtained when D is decreased from D = 0.9 to
D = 0.7 (third panel from left) and D = 0.62 (right panel). The position of the first
O peak is shifted to slightly larger distances from the solid (to z = 3.05 Å), but the
intensity of the peak increases as D decreases, as a consequence of the increased
water-solid attraction due to the enhanced atomic density in the solid substrate. In
addition, the first peak for the hydrogen atoms of water becomes centred on the
position of the first O peak when D = 0.7 or less, and it is slightly more intense than

Fig. 3.3 The drop profiles obtained from simulation of water droplets on the various surfaces
considered. As W decreases (top left) the contact angle systematically increases. As D decreases
(top right) the contact angle changes, but not monotonically. In general the substrates remain
hydrophilic, but when D = 0.62 very hydrophilic surfaces are obtained. Simulation snapshots for
the most hydrophobic (bottom left, W = 0, contact angle*130°) and the most hydrophilic (bottom
right, D = 0.62, contact angle *30°) substrates considered herein
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the O peak. This indicates that only a few OH bonds are pointing towards the
D = 0.7 and D = 0.62 surfaces (note the small shoulders near the surfaces in the H
density profiles), that more than one OH bonds per water molecule, on average, are
approximately parallel to the solid surface, and that the rest are pointing away from
the surface. The orientation of interfacial water molecules remain consistent with
the description just provided as D decreases from 0.7 to 0.62, but the density of
both first O and H peaks at contact with the D = 0.62 surface are much larger than
those near the D = 0.7 surface, as a consequence of the increased surface-water
attractions. These changes in the orientation and density of contact water molecules
are responsible for the decrease in the equilibrium contact angle found in my
simulations as D decreases from 0.9 to lower values.

The most important result presented herein is the demonstration that contact
angles larger than 90° are not necessary to attain hydrodynamic slip. Liquid water
can slip on hydrophilic surfaces. On the MgO surface, the results show in Fig. 3.2
(left) illustrate that the contact water layer at z = 2.5 Å has the same velocity as the
immobile surface. This observation confirms that MgO shows no liquid slip, in
qualitative agreement with the contact angle of *47°, denoting hydrophilic
properties. In Fig. 3.5 I compare the velocity for confined water molecules as a
function of their position within the slit-shaped pore when W (left) and D (right)
decrease. Liquid slip appears when the velocity of those water molecules in contact
with the solid show different velocity than the solid. No slip is found otherwise.

Fig. 3.4 Density profiles in the direction perpendicular to the solid substrate for oxygen
(continuous line) and hydrogen atoms (broken lines) of water molecules within the droplets used to
calculate the contact angles of Fig. 3.3. Because for the water droplet it is difficult to determine the
accurate volume that water molecules occupy I estimated the density in these cases based on the
same volume of a rectangular box. As a result, the densities reported here are smaller than the true
densities. Comparison should only be made among these cases. Results are shown for water on
model MgO surfaces in which D decreases from 1 (left panel) to 0.62 (right panel). Note that both
the intensity and the position of the various peaks change as D changes, reflecting changes in
orientation of contact water molecules as well as in the density of the hydration layers
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As W decreases the surface becomes more hydrophobic, while as D decreases the
surface remains hydrophilic and the contact angle can be as low as *30° (see
Fig. 3.3). The results in Fig. 3.5 (left) show that while the MgO surface is char-
acterized by no slip, as the surface becomes more hydrophobic liquid slip appears
(slip velocity observed when W = 0 is vx = 35 m/s), as expected [30]. More
interestingly, when the surface becomes very hydrophilic (D = 0.62) (right panel)
slip is also possible (slip velocity is vx = 45 m/s), which contradicts conventional
wisdom. It should be reiterated that for all cases considered the surfaces are
atomically smooth and water wets all surfaces.

The extent of hydrodynamic slip is expected to depend on the shear rate. For
example, Priezjev [44] found that at weak surface/fluid interaction the slip length
increases nonlinearly with the shear rate and at strong surface/fluid interaction the
slip length linearly increases when the shear rate increase. Ulmanella and Ho [45]
reported that the slip velocity increases when the shear rate increases. Thompson
and Troian [23] concluded that at sufficiently low shear rate the slip length equals
its limiting value and at high shear rate the slip length increases rapidly with the
shear rate. To investigate this ability, in Fig. 3.6 I report the velocity profiles
obtained after the Couette flow was fully established for surfaces with varying W
(left panel, W = 1, 0.25, and 0) and with varying D (right panel, D = 1, 0.7, and
0.62). The shear rate in this simulation equals half of that considered in Fig. 3.5
(i.e., the top surface is driven along the X direction with a constant velocity,
vX = 50 m/s). Qualitatively, the results are consistent with those obtained at higher
shear rates (no slip on MgO, hydrodynamic slip on surfaces with W < 1, and on
surfaces with D < 0.7), but the slip length was found to decrease as the shear rate
decreases (see Table 3.1), in qualitative agreement with results by Thompson and

Fig. 3.5 Velocity profiles for confined water molecules as a function of the position within the
narrow slit-shaped channel when reducing W from 1 to 0 (left) or D from 1 to 0.62 (right). In all
cases T = 300 K. The results show that when W = 0.25 slip begins to be observed (it becomes
very evident at W = 0). More interestingly, slip is also detected for hydrophilic surfaces, when D is
0.75 or less. Lines are guides to the eye. Estimations for slip lengths, useful for hydrodynamic
calculations, can be attained by extrapolating the velocity profiles shown above to the distance at
which the fluid velocity equals the surface velocity [42]. For example, when D = 0.62 the slip
length is *6.7 nm
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Troian [23]. To estimate the extent of slip at much smaller shear rates, in alternative
to non equilibrium MD simulations one could employ the Green-Kubo formalism
as applied to results from equilibrium simulations, following for example Barrat
and Bocquet [21]. These authors found that slip lengths estimated conducting non
equilibrium MD simulations were comparable to those obtained employing the
Green-Kubo formalism for Lennard-Jones fluids simulated at equilibrium between
two solid surfaces.

In Fig. 3.7 I report the in-plane density profiles obtained from equilibrium
simulations for water molecules within the first layer near four surfaces: the MgO
surface (top left); the W = 0 surface (top right); the D = 0.9 surface (bottom left);
and the D = 0.70 surface (bottom right). These results are obtained for water
confined within the slit-shaped pores used for the Couette-flow calculations, but at
equilibrium (vX = 0 m/s). The algorithm to calculate the planar density distribution
is discussed in Chap. 2. On the two surfaces on the left no hydrodynamic slip is
observed. Slip is observed on both surfaces on the right (see Fig. 3.5). On the MgO
surface (top left) and on the D = 0.9 surface (bottom left) water molecules adsorb in
well defined adsorption spots. No connection between these high-density regions
implies that water molecules seldom migrate from one to another. As a conse-
quence, no hydrodynamic slip can be observed. On the W = 0 (top right) and on the

Fig. 3.6 Velocity profiles obtained after the Couette flow was fully established for water confined
in slit-shaped channels. The bottom surface is stationary. The top surface moves with constant
velocity of 50 m/s. Results on the left panel are for surfaces of varying W. Results on the right
panel are for surfaces of varying D

Table 3.1 Slip length
estimated for water on two
surfaces (D = 0.7 and W = 0)
as a function of shear rate

Shear rate (s−1) D = 0.7 surface (Å) W = 0 surface (Å)

0.5 × 1011 9.6 11.2

0.25 × 1011 7.7 8.6

Note that the calculation of slip length Ls depends on the choice
of reference Z = 0. If reference z = 0 is taken at a distance of σ
*4 Å (Van der Waals size of solid atom) away from the surface,
the slip length Ls reported in this table become larger (Ls + σ)
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D = 0.70 (bottom right) surfaces the preferable adsorption sites are connected to
each other (see green lines connecting the yellow/red spots). On these surfaces
water molecules can easily migrate from one preferable adsorption site to a
neighbouring one, leading to liquid slip. Therefore, for slip to occur it is necessary
for the water molecules adsorbed on the contact layer to be able to migrate from one
adsorption site to the next without leaving the contact layer, irrespectively of the
contact angle.

In Fig. 3.8 I report the trajectory of representative contact water molecules near
three substrates as obtained after the Couette flow is fully established. Lateral and
top views of the trajectories are reported on top and middle panels, respectively.
The lateral views identify, via two red lines, the position of the contact water layer.
The top views also report the atomic positions on the solid substrates. The left
panels are for contact water on MgO (which shows no slip). The centre panels are
for contact water on the W = 0 surface (which shows slip). The right panels are for

Fig. 3.7 Surface density distribution of water molecules in the first layer on MgO surface (top
left), W = 0 surface (top right), D = 0.9 surface (bottom left), and D = 0.70 surface (bottom right).
Colour scale reflects the densities (number of atoms per Å3). The red areas indicate the positions
preferably occupied by water molecules in the contact layers
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contact water on the D = 0.70 surface (which shows slip). The trajectories have
been obtained from 35, 20, and 30 ps—long simulation fragments, respectively. On
MgO (left), in order to migrate from one adsorption site (on top of a surface Mg
atom) to a neighbouring one, the water molecule has to first desorb from the contact
water layer, manifesting a hopping diffusion mechanism. On the contrary, the water
molecules on either the W = 0 and D = 0.70 surfaces easily migrate from one
adsorption site to a number of neighbouring others without necessarily leaving the
contact layer. This slide mechanism is possible because the preferable adsorption
sites are connected to each other on the W = 0 and D = 0.70 surfaces. As a
quantification of the interpretation just provided, on the bottom panels of Fig. 3.8 I
report the density distributions of water molecules at contact with the three surfaces
just described. These results differ from those presented in Fig. 3.7 because they are
obtained after the Couette flow has reached steady states. On MgO the density
distribution obtained when shear is applied (left bottom panel in Fig. 3.8) is
practically indistinguishable from that obtained at equilibrium (Fig. 3.7), because
water molecules move from one preferential adsorption site to another following the
hopping trajectories described above. On the contrary, the density distributions
obtained under shear on the W = 0 and on the D = 0.70 surfaces (centre and right

Fig. 3.8 Top Trajectory of three representative water molecules as they migrate from one
adsorption site to neighbouring ones on MgO (left, no slip), W = 0 surface (middle, slip), and
D = 0.70 surface (right, slip). The two red lines on the top panels identify the position of the
contact water layer. Surface solid atoms are identified by green and grey circles (Mg and O,
respectively). The black line describes the trajectory of one water molecule. On the MgO substrate
the trajectory is 35 ps long. On the W = 0 surface the trajectory is 20 ps long. On the D = 0.70
substrate the trajectory is 30 ps long. Bottom Planar density distributions are reported on the
bottom panels for water molecules at contact with the three surfaces after the Couette flow is fully
established. Colour scale reflects the densities (number of atoms per Å3)
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bottom panels in Fig. 3.8) clearly show the formation of ‘density bridges’ that
connect the preferential adsorption sites observed at equilibrium (see Fig. 3.7).
These density bridges are due to water molecules sliding from one preferential
adsorption site to another upon the application of shear, following the trajectories
described in the top and middle panels of Fig. 3.8.

3.4 Discussions

The results presented above demonstrate that water can slip on hydrophilic surfaces.
It is because slip is determined by the distribution of water molecules at contact
with the solid and by the strength of water-solid interactions. When favourable
adsorption sites exist, but are separated from each other by well-defined
sub-nanometer distances, no slip is observed. When favourable adsorption sites
are present that are close to each other, liquid slip can occur, provided water-solid
attractions are not too strong. Because hydrophobic surfaces, such as graphite, are
typically characterized by uniform distributions of interfacial water molecules,
while hydrophilic ones, such as crystalline silica, present isolated highly attractive
adsorption sites that water molecules readily occupy and seldom leave [46],
experiments typically show hydrodynamic slip on hydrophobic surfaces and no slip
on hydrophilic ones. My results suggest that such observations are just a coinci-
dence: should hydrophilic surfaces be manufactured with high density of adsorption
sites close enough to each other to allow water molecules to easily migrate from one
to the next, such hydrophilic surfaces could show liquid slip. My interpretation is
consistent with a recent simulation study for the thermal diffusion of carbon nan-
otube membranes [47], with the molecular mechanism proposed for liquid slip [18],
and with experimental observations reported for alkanes [48]. My interpretation
could also explain the experimental results by Gao and McCarthy [49], according to
which the contact angle hysteresis, and not the static contact angle, should be used,
macroscopically, to determine the hydrophobic versus hydrophilic character of a
surface.

3.5 Conclusions

In conclusion, in this chapter I demonstrated, using molecular dynamics simula-
tions, that slip and no-slip boundary conditions can both be observed for liquid
water flowing on solid surfaces on which the static water contact angle is less than
90°. The responsible molecular signature appears to be the distribution of water
molecules within the contact layer at equilibrium, coupled with the strength of
water-surface interactions. When preferential adsorption sites exist that are suffi-
ciently close to each other that water migration from one to the next can occur
without requiring hopping events, hydrodynamic liquid slip occurs. Because of
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computing-power limitations, the shear rates considered herein are high, but
comparable to those found in high performance lubrication applications (e.g., rocket
engines [40]). When verified experimentally my results could lead to the
advancement of a variety of applications, including the design of hydrophilic
nano-porous membranes with high permeation and self-cleaning hydrophilic sur-
faces. The desired surfaces should permit atomic-scale sliding of contact water
molecules, which could be attained by providing a sufficient amount of preferential
adsorption sites, by, e.g., atomic-scale etching, molecular grafting, or by integrating
nanoparticles on a surface.
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Chapter 4
The Role of Thin and Mobile Electric
Double Layer in Water Purification
and Energy Storage

4.1 Introduction

Growing worldwide population, changes in weather pattern, and demand for
improved standards of living all contribute to shortage of both fresh water and
energy (the water-energy nexus). Securing abundant fresh water and energy in
economical yet environmentally friendly manners is indeed one of the critical
challenges my society faces [1, 2]. A combination of water desalination tech-
nologies and renewable energy sources will most likely be needed to win such
challenge. Capacitive desalination (CD) promises to purify large amounts of salty
water with low energetic consumption [3]. Energy storage devices, e.g.,
water-based electric double layer capacitors (EDLCs), are needed to deploy
renewable energy sources at the large scale [4]. The performance of both CD and
EDLC devices relies on the properties of the electric double layer (EDL) formed
near carbon-based electrodes.

Back in 1853, Helmholtz was the first to propose the concept of the compact
EDL [5], suggesting that the excess surface charge is compensated by counter-ions
closely packed near the surface. Although the Helmholtz EDL, with thickness
comparable to the radius of solvated ions [6, 7], was observed in solutions of
sufficiently high salt concentrations (>1M) [8, 9], the thermal motion of ions [9]
yields the ‘diffuse’ EDL, as proposed by Gouy [10] and Chapman [11], in which the
surface charge is balanced by a cloud of rather mobile counter-ions. The diffuse
EDL extends to a thickness, the Debye length, that depends on salt concentration,
with lower concentrations leading to larger thicknesses [12]. In many cases the EDL
resembles the 1924 Gouy-Chapman-Stern model [13], according to which some
ions bind to the charged surface (i.e., the compact layer), and others remain in its
vicinity (i.e., the diffuse layer).
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The EDL is important in the water-energy nexus because both CD and EDLCs
function by accumulating and then releasing ions near charged surfaces and/or pores.
In the EDLCs literature the accumulation of ions near the surface is quantified in
terms of the electrodes capacitance, C. Borrowing the Gouy-Chapman-Stern model,
C can be estimated as:

1
C
¼ 1

CH
þ 1

CD
: ð4:1Þ

In Eq. (4.1) CH and CD are the capacitance of the Helmholtz layer and that of the
diffuse layer, respectively. Note that, based on Eq. (4.1), the smaller one out of CH

or CD dominates C. In general, CH is smaller than CD, and therefore it is the
dominant contribution to C [8, 14]. Increasing CH, and hence C, improves the
EDLCs’ energy density. In CD, because it is desired to balance the excess surface
charge by counter-ions within a compact layer, augmenting the compact EDL
yields the highest charge efficiency [15]. Under optimal conditions, one charge unit
on the electrode removes one ion from a 1–1 (NaCl) electrolyte solution [16].
Unfortunately, in carbon-based electrodes the EDL tends to be diffuse, unless
narrow pores are used to remove the solvation shell from the ions [17, 18].
Promoting the formation of the compact EDL in carbon-based electrodes has
therefore the potential of positively impacting both EDLC and CD devices.

I introduce here a graphene-based composite electrode that promotes the for-
mation of the atomically thick Helmholtz layer at conditions at which the diffuse
layer would be expected. More importantly, in my design the compact layer, not
mobile in conventional electrodes, can slip in the direction parallel to the charged
surface. My equilibrium and non-equilibrium molecular dynamics (MD) simulation
results suggest promising performance indicators towards advancements in water
desalination and energy storage devices.

4.2 Simulation Details

I considered two electrochemical cells consisting of an electrode pair in contact
with an aqueous NaCl solution of salinity α * 5.45 g/l (0.093 mol/l) at 300 K. In
the first cell (‘bare electrode’, Fig. 4.1a), two oppositely charged graphitic layers
face across the aqueous solution. This configuration has been studied extensively
[19–21]. In the second cell (‘composite electrode’, Fig. 4.1b) the configuration is
similar to that of the bare electrode, except one neutral graphene membrane is
placed in front of each charged graphitic electrode, at a distance of 0.7 nm. In each
of these graphene membranes I carved two holes, each of diameter D = 10 Å
(Fig. 4.1c) by removing the necessary carbon atoms from the graphene sheet. The
holes allow both ions and water to exchange between the ‘side pore’, near the
graphitic charged surface, and the solution at the centre of the cell. I show herein
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that the graphene membranes effectively modify the structure of the EDL, yielding
the unexpected performance in my design.

As a first approximation, the effect of different functional groups bound to the
holes is not quantified here, although it is known to have a strong effect in
graphene-based membranes [22, 23]. Experimentally, graphene membranes can be
produced by several methods including chemical vapour deposition [24], graphene
irradiation with a focused electron beam [25], and ultraviolet-induced oxidative
etching [26]. The practical arrangement of the graphene membranes near graphitic
electrodes requires mechanical aids to prevent the graphene membranes from col-
lapsing on the graphitic electrodes. This collapse would be driven primarily by van
der Waals interactions between the graphene layers, and by the tendency of water to
evaporate from the region between two hydrophobic surfaces [27]. Methods similar
to the one recently proposed by Huang et al. [28] could help solve this design issue.
Firstly, they dissolved negatively charged graphene oxide (GO) sheets with posi-
tively charged copper hydroxide nanostrands (CHN). Because of the electrostatic
interaction the CHN incorporated into GO layers to form the GO/CHN composite
membrane. CHN is then removed to obtain GO laminate membranes with a narrow
size distribution (3–5 nm) and superior separation performance. Further reduction
of GO membrane to graphene membrane is required to obtain the pore structure
depicted in my model.

To simulate the electrodes, I assign the same partial charge on all carbon atoms
(i.e., I impose a constant surface charge density on each electrode). Merlet et al.
[29, 30] showed that it is possible to conduct simulations similar to those discussed

Fig. 4.1 Schematic representations of the simulated electrochemical cells. In the bare cell (a), the
negatively charged (purple) and positively charged (cyan) graphitic electrodes face across the slit
pore of width R = 34 Å. In the composite cell (b), four graphene sheets are stacked vertically to
create three slit-shaped pores: one central pore of width W = 20 Å and two side-pores (top and
bottom), each of width H = 7 Å. The two outermost graphene sheets are charged positively (cyan)
and negatively (purple), as in the bare cell, while the two inner graphene sheets (grey) are not
charged. These graphene layers contain two holes each, both of diameter D = 10 Å (c). These
graphene sheets act as membranes. In both bare and composite cells the area in the XY plane is
5.4 × 4.2 nm2. The simulations are conducted at two surface charge densities r ¼ 3.2 µC/cm2 and
r ¼ 4.2 µC/cm2, in an effort to replicate realistic experimental conditions. All simulations are
initiated by distributing water molecules (shown in red according to the wireframe convention)
uniformly throughout the system. The desired number of Na+ (yellow) and Cl− (green) ions are
placed within the pore center. The simulated systems are electrically neutral. All simulations are
conducted at 300 K
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herein by imposing a constant potential across the cell. These authors found that the
distribution of electrolytes at the solid/liquid interface is strongly dependent on the
algorithm implemented at high surface charge density (i.e., 1.00 e/nm2). At the
rather low surface charge densities considered here (0.26 e/nm2 or less), the results
are not expected to depend strongly on the algorithm implemented (i.e., constant
charge density vs. constant potential).

Because I imposed periodic boundary conditions in all directions, the graphene
electrodes are infinitely long along the X and Y directions (see Fig. 4.1 for a
schematic). Along the Z direction a large vacuum volume was added above and
below the charged graphene layers to minimize undesired interactions between the
periodic replicas of my system, which could be caused by long-range electrostatic
interactions [31]. All the graphene surfaces were kept rigid and simulated by the
force field proposed by Cheng and Steele [32]. The simulated bare cells contained
1764 water molecules and 3 ion pairs, while the composite cells contained 2268
water molecules and 4 ion pairs. These compositions yield the salinity α * 5.45 g/l
(0.093 mol/l), which is consistent with that usually employed in capacitive
desalination [16].

Many water models are available in the literature. In one of my publication [33] I
compared the predictions obtained by simulating different water models on gra-
phene. I found that the structure of interfacial water predicted implementing SPC/E,
TIP4P/2005, SPC/Fw, TIP4P/2005f and SWM4_DP water models is rather similar
on neutral, negatively, or positively charged graphene. In this work, water is
simulated by implementing the SPC/E model [34]. NaCl ions are modeled by the
force field proposed by Dang [35], without considering polarization effects. Some
studies suggest that polarization effects might impact water and ions properties at
interfaces [36–38]. These effects are not investigated in details in this chapter
because, based on my analysis (see Appendix A) [37], they should not significantly
affect the results presented. In all systems considered here, the temperature is kept
constant at 300 K, using the Nose-Hoover algorithm. The equations of motion are
integrated using the GROMACS simulation package, version 4.0.7, with the time
step of 1 fs.

Both equilibrium and non-equilibrium simulations were conducted. I conducted
my equilibrium all-atom simulations in the NVT ensemble. The simulated systems
are equilibrated for 100 ns. Equilibration is considered achieved when the number
of ions confined within the side pores remains constant over 50 ns. The results
obtained during the last 50 ns of the equilibrium simulations are used to compute
the averages reported herein.

Non-equilibrium simulations were conducted to study the flow of electrolyte
solutions inside the electrochemical cells. In these non-equilibrium simulations all
water molecules and NaCl ions are forced to move along the X direction with
constant applied acceleration 2.4 × 1013 m/s2 (mimicking, e.g., a gravity-driven
flow) [39–41]. In these simulations, because the periodic boundary conditions are
applied in the direction of flow, the water and ions that exit the simulation box
because of the imposed flow enter the pore from the opposite end of the electrode,
thus maintaining a constant number of molecules within the simulation cell.
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Because of the periodic boundary conditions, the simulations do not account for
phenomena that would be encountered when water and ions enter or exit the
electrodes. The non-equilibrium simulations are conducted until the velocities of
water and ions in the X direction remain constant over a period of 100 ns (i.e.,
steady states are achieved). Instead of applying acceleration of 2.4 × 1013 m/s2 to
all molecules, an equivalent pressure of 100 MPa can be imposed to drive the flow
inside the pores. The large value of the acceleration applied in my simulations,
clearly non realistic, is due to computing power limitations [42, 43]. However,
because it has been reported that the time scale for fluid flow scales linearly with the
applied acceleration [23, 44], and because fast water transport through graphitic
nanopores and carbon nanotubes under small applied pressures was experimentally
observed [45, 46], I expect that small applied pressures can drive the flow through
the proposed desalination cell following mechanisms analogous to those discussed
below.

4.3 Results and Discussions

I first investigated how the electrode design affects the EDL in the two electro-
chemical cells. The surface charge density applied on both electrochemical cells is
r ¼ 3.2 µC/cm2. Visual inspection of the simulation snapshots obtained once
equilibration is achieved (Fig. 4.2a, b) reveals that the graphene membranes

Fig. 4.2 Representative simulation snapshots at equilibrium for the bare (a) and composite
(b) electrochemical cells. These simulations are conducted at the surface charge density
r ¼ 3.2 µC/cm2. The colour code is the same as that of Fig. 1.1. Note that while in the bare cell
the ions distribute throughout the entire pore, with counter-ions accumulating near the charged
surfaces, in the composite cell the ions are not present within the central pore. Instead they
accumulate within the side pores, with Na+ ions near the negatively charged surface, and Cl− ions
near the positively charged one. Charge density profiles obtained at equilibrium for bare (black)
and composite (red) cells (c). The density distributions are consistent with the formation of diffuse
EDLs in the bare cell, as expected at the low salinity and low charge density considered in these
simulations. In contrast, the high intensity and narrow peaks observed in the composite cell
indicate the formation of compact layers centred at 3.5 and 3.75 Å near negatively and positively
charged electrodes, respectively
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strongly affect the distribution of the ions. The counter-ions accumulate near the
oppositely charged surface in both electrodes, but yielding diffuse EDLs in the bare
cell and compact EDLs in the composite cell. The thickness of EDL can be
quantified from the charge density profiles of NaCl shown in Fig. 4.2c. Within the
bare cell (black line) the thickness (i.e., the distance between the electrode and the
end of EDL) of the diffuse EDLs near the negative and positive electrodes
are *13.75 and 14.25 Å, respectively. In contrast, within the composite cell (red
line) the thickness of the compact layers near the negative and positive electrodes
are 4.75 and 5.25 Å, respectively. These data indicate the formation of compact
layers at conditions at which diffuse layers are expected.

Because of the presence of the graphene membranes, when the ions migrate from
the central pore to the side pores they remain trapped within the side pores instead
of returning to the central pore consequently to thermal motion (as observed in the
bare cell, see Fig. 4.3a). The ability of the graphene membranes to keep the ions
within the side pores is a crucial feature of my design. If the membrane holes
diameter D is too large, the ions can easily diffuse back from the side pores to the
central pore (Fig. 4.3b). As a side note, I point out that, because of confinement
effects, there are 6 and 4 water molecules in the first hydration shell of Cl− and Na+

ions, respectively, as opposed to 7 and 6 in bulk aqueous solutions [22, 47].
Clearly, the water molecules in the first hydration shells rearrange in a plane parallel
to the pore surfaces (Fig. 4.3c). Because of this re-arrangement, the EDL thickness
found in my composite cell is not only much smaller than that of the diffuse layer
but also smaller than the thickness of a typical Helmholtz EDL in which the ions
remain hydrated [6, 7].

The latter observation has an important practical consequence as reducing the
Helmholtz layer thickness enhances the electrode capacitance (C ¼ eA

d [14, 17],
where A, d, and ε are surface area, Helmholtz layer thickness, and dielectric constant,

Fig. 4.3 Z coordinates of representative Na+ and Cl− ions obtained during equilibrium
simulations conducted within the composite cell as a function of time when the hole diameter
D = 10 Å (a) and D = 15 Å (b). The results show that in the case of D = 10 Å, when the ions
migrate from the central pore to the side pores (within *2 ns in the case of Na+, and *10 ns in
the case of Cl−), they remain trapped within the side pores for long times. On the contrary, when
D = 15 Å the ions can frequently move between side and central pores. Hydration shells structure
of Cl− and Na+ (c) ions within the side-pore of composite cell
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respectively). From the charge density profiles I integrate twice (see Appendix B) the

Poisson equation [12, 21]
d2wðzÞ
dz2

¼ qðzÞ
e0

ðe0;wðzÞ; and qðzÞ are vacuum permittiv-

ity, electrical potential, and charge density, respectively) to extract the electrical
potential profiles near the charged surfaces (Fig. 4.4). To conduct this integration
I require two boundary conditions. As first condition, I impose that the electric field

in correspondence to the center of the pore is zero (
dw
dz

¼ 0 at z ¼ R=2, where R is

the pore width). The physical reason underpinning this boundary condition is that at
the pore center the electric field emitted from the negative electrode neutralizes the
one emitted from the positive electrode. As the second boundary condition, I impose
that the electrical potential is zero at z = 0. This condition is arbitrary, and it will not
affect the potential difference across the EDL. The electrical potential profiles I
obtain allow us to calculate the capacitance using the equation C ¼ r

w, where σ is the

surface charge density and ψ is the potential drop across each EDL (see Table 4.1).

Fig. 4.4 Electrical potential
profiles as a function of
distance Z between two
electrodes. The potential drop
across the EDL is the
difference between the
potential found at the
interface and that determined
at the end of the EDL. These
results are obtained by
integrating the charge density
profiles twice using the
Poisson equation following
the procedure described in the
Appendix B

Table 4.1 EDL thickness, potential drop across the EDL (up to the EDL thickness), and
capacitance obtained for bare and composite electrodes

Negatively-charged electrode Positively-charged electrode

dEDL
(Å)

Potential
drop (V)

Capacitance
(µF/cm2)

dEDL
(Å)

Potential
drop (V)

Capacitance
(µF/cm2)

Composite 4.75 0.72 4.44 5.25 0.81 3.95

Bare 13.75 1.71 1.87 14.25 1.99 1.60
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The capacitance predicted for the composite electrode is much larger than that
predicted for the bare electrode, as expected due to the change in the EDL thick-
ness. It is perhaps more important to point out that the capacitance predicted for the
composite electrode considered in my simulations is *70–80 % those reported for
electrochemical cells that employ ionic liquids [20, 48, 49].

To study the effect of the salinity on the performance of the composite cell, I
provide in Fig. 4.5 the number of NaCl pairs accumulated within the side-pores as a
function of the total number of NaCl pairs initially present in the salty water. These
equilibrium simulations were conducted at surface charge density of 3.2 µC/cm2.
The results show that when 3 or less ion pairs are present (α ≤ 5.45 g/l), they can
all be extracted into the side-pores. When more ion pairs are present (up to
α = 29.07 g/l * sea salinity), only 3 are extracted from the salty water, while the
others remain inside the central pore. This indicate that increasing the system
salinity above 5.45 g/l does not affect the number of ions in the side pores, and
hence the capacitance of the Helmholtz EDL.

In Fig. 4.6 I compare the results obtained from the simulations of the composite
cell when the side-pore width H is 7 and 10 Å. In these simulations, the surface
charge density is r ¼ 4.2 µC/cm2 and salinity is α * 9 g/l. Visual inspection of
the simulation snapshot (panel a and b) indicates that when H = 10 Å there is two
water layers inside the side-pore. As a results the Helmholtz EDL thickness near the
negatively charged electrode (panel c) increases from dHelmholtz = 4.25 Å when
H = 7 Å (red line) to dHelmholtz = 6.75 Å when H = 10 Å (black line) (see
Table 4.2 for more details on dHelmholtz near positively charged electrode). Because
the EDL thickness increases the capacitance of the composite electrodes decreases.

The compact EDL described in Fig. 4.2b (composite electrode) is not only
atomically thick, but it also slips in the direction of flow parallel to the electrodes
(Fig. 4.7a), as suggested by my non-equilibrium simulations. These simulations are
initiated either from the last configuration obtained from the equilibrium simulations
(i.e., the ions are inside the side pores, Fig. 4.2b) or from the configuration where the

Fig. 4.5 Number of NaCl
pairs accumulated within the
side-pores as a function of the
total number of NaCl pairs
initially present in the salty
water
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ions are inside the central pore (Fig. 4.1b). The results obtained from these different
initial configurations do not differ from each other. The non-equilibrium simulations
are conducted until the ions relocate inside the side pores and steady-states flow is
achieved, as described in the 0 section. The results presented in Fig. 4.7a indicate
that in the side pores the velocity of water molecules is nonzero (thus consistent with
hydrodynamic slip), and it undistinguishable from the velocity of the ions (sug-
gesting that the ions move with water). The velocity of Na+ ions is larger than that of

Fig. 4.6 The effect of side-pore size H on the capacitance of the composite electrode.
Representative simulation snapshots at equilibrium for side-pore size H = 7 Å (panel a) and
H = 10 Å (panel b). The colour code is the same as that used in Fig. 4.1. Charge density profiles
(panel c) obtained at equilibrium for the composite electrochemical cells in which the side-pore
size H = 7 Å (red) and H = 10 Å (black). Electrical potential profiles (panel d) across the
composite electrode when H = 7 Å (red) and H = 10 Å (black). See Table 4.2 for thickness,
potential drops, and capacitance of EDLs

Table 4.2 Thickness, potential drop, and capacitance estimated for composite electrodes with
side-pore size H = 7 and H = 10 Å. The correspondent simulation results are summarized in
Fig. 4.6

Negatively charged electrode Positively charged electrode

Å dHelmholtz

(Å)
Potential
drop (V)

Capacitance
(µF/cm2)

dHelmholtz

(Å)
Potential
drop (V)

Capacitance
(µF/cm2)

H = 7 4.25 1 4.2 5.25 1.1 3.8

H = 10 6.75 1.67 2.5 7.25 1.73 2.4
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Cl− ions because of steric effects within the narrow side pores considered in my
design. In the centre of the device water molecules flow with higher velocity than in
the side pores because the pore is wider, as expected. The hydrodynamic slip
observed both in the side pores and within the central pore is consistent with prior
experimental and modelling observations [44–46, 50, 51]. My results suggest that
the slippage of the compact EDLs observed within the composite cell can tremen-
dously improve the operation of CD devices because CD is based on the physical
adsorption of ions onto charged porous electrodes. In both flow-by [3, 16] and
flow-through [52] processes when salty water is exposed to a pair of fresh electrodes
the counter-ions adsorb onto the charged electrodes, and fresh water is produced.
However, because once the ions enter the electrodes they remain trapped there,
regeneration is necessary [3, 16, 52], and the process is not continuous, unless
complex operations are designed (e.g., desalination with wires) [53]. As opposed to
existing technologies, the composite cell I propose promises the possibility of
continuous operation, because there is no need of electrodes regeneration (Fig. 4.7b).
I christened my designed ‘continuous electrode-membrane desalination cell’.

The continuous electrode-membrane desalination cell I envision is operated as
follows: the salty water is fed continuously into the central pore (note that in my
non-equilibrium simulations, because of periodic boundary conditions, salty water
cannot be fed to the system); during operation the ions diffuse from the central pore
to the side pores because of the applied voltages. Compared to existing CD devices
[54], the envisioned cell has the advantage that the two neutral graphene mem-
branes provide a physical barrier to separate purified from salty water (central and
side pores, respectively). Because the compact Helmholtz EDL can slip inside the
side pores, and the water in the central pore can flow smoothly through the device,
both fresh and salty water can be continually withdrawn from the device. I reiterate
that the operation enabled by the proposed design differs substantially compared to
flow-through, flow-by, and desalination-with-wires CD devices in which the ions,

Fig. 4.7 Velocity of water molecules, Na+ and Cl– ions inside the composite electrode cell (a) as
obtained from Poiseuille flow simulations. The water flows with the velocity of *3.5 m/s within
the central pore. In the bottom side-pore, water and Na+ ions flow with the velocity of 1.9 m/s. In
the top side-pore, water and Cl− ions flow with the velocity of 1.2 m/s. Despite these differences in
flow velocities, all the electrolyte solutions slip inside all of the pores in the composite cell,
promising continuous CD operation (b)
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once trapped, remain immobilized inside the porous electrodes [16]. I estimate
water permeability (30L/cm2/day/MPa, under the assumption that 10 % of the cross
surface area of an hypothetical membrane that embeds the proposed cell is con-
stituted by pores) much larger than that obtained from current membrane-based
water desalination techniques [55]. At optimum conditions (surface charge density
r ¼ ±4.2 µC/cm2 and salinity <10.9 g/l) the proposed desalination cell can cap-
ture all salty ions within the side pores (100 % rejection), recover 70 % of the salty
water initially fed to the system, and yield a charge efficiency of 83 %. Higher
charge efficiency, pershaps 100 % can be obtained at higher salinity using larger
pores (Fig. 4.8). Note that 100 % charge efficiency has been reported in the liter-
ature [16]. Operating the cell will require energy for applying voltages on the
electrodes and pumping the salty water through the cell. Because fast water
transport through graphitic nanopores and carbon nanotubes under small applied
pressures was experimentally observed [45, 46], because it has been reported
that CD of brackish water consumes much less energy than reverse osmosis does
[3, 56, 57], and because high charge efficiency can be obtained in the engineered
cell I propose, I expect the proposed cell to be competitive against existing pro-
cesses. Unfortunately, quantification of operational costs cannot be conducted
reliably at this stage.

Fig. 4.8 Representative
simulation snapshot at
equilibrium for the composite
electrochemical cells in which
the side-pore size is
H = 10 Å, salinity 18 g/l, and
surface charge density
µ = ±4.2 µC/cm2 [6e/
(5.4 × 4.2 nm2)]. There are 6
ion pairs extracted to the
side-pores. Unity charge
efficiency is obtained: 6
charge units on each electrode
extract 6 monovalent ions
from NaCl solution
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4.4 Conclusions

To conclude, I managed to alter the structure of the electric double layer formed
within graphitic electrochemical cells. This was achieved by inserting graphene
membranes near charged graphitic electrodes. I demonstrated that the ability of
manipulating the electric double layer has important implications for the water-
energy nexus, as it allows us to both effectively and efficiently store energy and
purify water. The compact Helmholtz layer found in the envisioned composite
electrochemical cell is not only atomically thick, but it is also able to slip in the
direction parallel to the electrodes. The formation of the compact electric double
layer significantly enhances the electrodes capacitance, with important implications
for the design of electric double layer capacitors. It cannot be overstated that the
slippage of the Helmholtz layer is important for the practical realization of the
continuous electrode-membrane desalination cells. Based on my simulation results,
the proposed desalination cell can be operated continuously, achieving up to 100 %
charge efficiency, recovering 70 % of the water initially loaded to the system with
100 % salt rejection at salinity <10 g/l, and yielding high water permeability
(30 L/cm2/day/MPa).

Supplemental Information

The polarizability effects in molecular dynamics simulations of graphene/water
interface are reported in Appendix A. In Appendix B, details regarding the inte-
gration of the Poisson are reported.
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Chapter 5
Water and Methane in Shale Rocks:
Flow Pattern Effects on Fluid Transport
and Pore Structure

5.1 Introduction

The economical success of the shale gas production in the United States in the last
decade [1] has attracted great interest around the world. Europe, Australia, Africa,
and China initiate research to evaluate the vast unconventional shale reservoirs. The
shale rocks are characterized by small pore, compared to, e.g., sandstone forma-
tions, composed of pores with size ranging from 1 to 200 nm [2]. Because of these
features, the permeability of shale rocks can be as low as 1–100 nD, (for com-
parison, the permeability of sandstone is of the order of 1–10 mD). The Darcy’s law
is usually used to calculate the flow rate in micropores in unconventional and
conventional reservoirs [3]. According to the Darcy’s law, the flow rate is linearly
proportional to the driving force (i.e., the pressure drop): Q ¼ pr4

8l
DP
L (where Q is the

flow rate, r is the pore radius, μ is the fluid viscosity, ΔP/L is the pressure drop
along the channel length L) [4]. However, for the fluid flow in nano-pores, the
enhanced complexity due to the combination of the interactions between the fluids,
the significance of viscous and capillary forces, and the pore morphology might
cause Darcy’s law to no longer provide accurate predictions of fluid flow [5–7]. As I
discussed in Chap. 1, because traditional hydrodynamics equations such as the
Darcy’s law start to fail to describe the flow in the narrow pore in shale formation
[8] a new accurate description of gas transport through nanopores is required.

The horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing are practiced to enable the
economic production of gas, and sometimes oil in shale formations [9]. Because
water can both be injected and be present naturally in some shale formations, one
complicating characteristic is that water and natural gas can co-exist within the
pores, leading to the possibility that two-phase flow occurs through the extremely
narrow pores of shale formations [10]. In addition, the interactions between water,
gas, and shale rocks within such tight environment can lead to capillary forces and
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surface phenomena. Understanding these interactions and how they affect the fluid
transport is crucial to estimate gas productivity, design effective stimulation prac-
tices, optimize gas production, and reduce the environmental impact of shale gas
[9, 11].

In the context of two-phase flow, the flow rate of each phase is linearly pro-
portional to the driving force [6] only if one phase does not interfere with the flow
of the other (i.e., according to the Darcy’s law) [12]. In this case, one phase
effectively reduces the pore area available for the flow of the other. However, in
some cases, the Darcy’s law fails to describe the two-phase flow in micro- and
macro-channels because of the complexity of the flow pattern and its dependence
on the pore morphology [13–15]. Experimental study of two-phase flow in
nanochannels are prohibitive due to the technical difficulty in fabricating and
manipulating nano-devices, in measuring the flow rate in such systems, and in
visualizing the flow patterns [16]. As mentioned above, it is expected that the
two-phase flow in nanochannels will differ compared to that in wider channels
because capillary and surface forces could generate unexpected effects. Recently,
Wu et al. [10, 16] used optical imaging to study single and two-phase pressure-
driven flows in silicon nitride nanochannels of width 100 nm. They concluded that
the linear correlation between flow rate and pressure drop was upheld for
single-phase flow, and they reported three different flow patterns including single,
annular, and stratified for two-phase flow. More experimental or numerical studies
are required to better understand the two-phase flow mechanism in nanochannels.

In this study I employ molecular dynamics simulations to study the two-phase
flow of water and methane inside slit-shape muscovite nanochannels. The simu-
lations are designed to investigate the effect of flow patterns on the fluids transport
and on the pore structure. In the remainder of this chapter I first present details
regarding the model substrate and the algorithms implemented for my simulations.
I then discuss the results and how they are pertinent to (i) the two-phase flow in
narrow pores and (ii) the pore deformation due to fluid flow and imposed pressure.
Finally, I summarize the results.

5.2 Simulation Details

In Fig. 5.1 I report a simulation snapshot representing of one of my simulated
systems. For all simulations, there are 1800 water and 600 methane molecules
inside the slit-shape muscovite nanopore. Muscovite is a phyllosilicate mineral [17,
18] with TOT structure: an Al-centred octahedral sheet is sandwiched between two
Si-centred tetrahedral sheets, in which one Al atom substitutes one out of every four
Si atoms. An interlayer of potassium ions balances the negative charge due to the Al
substitution. The potassium interlayer holds the TOT layers together by electrostatic
interactions [19]. Muscovite is a popular substrate because of its perfect cleavage,
which allows the creation of large surfaces that are atomically smooth [17]. I chose
muscovite because it has similar structure to illite [20], a common clay in
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sedimentary rock environments, including the shale formations [21] found in the
Marcellus and Barnett regions [22, 23]. In my model, the muscovite substrate spans
6.2 nm along the X, 5.5 nm along the Y, and 1.96 nm along the Z directions.

The pore-pressure is either 75 MPa or 250 MPa, conditions usually imple-
mented in laboratory studies for rock permeability using the triaxial-test method
[24, 25]. In my simulation, all atoms belonging to the bottom muscovite surface are
kept rigid. All atoms belonging to the top surface are kept rigid in X and Y
directions, but free to move along the Z direction. By applying a force along the Z
direction onto the top surface, pore size is adjusted and hence the pore-pressure
(i.e., applied force per surface area) is controlled. Initially the pore size is 5 nm (i.e.,
that of Fig. 5.1). After applying a force F1 to adjust pore-pressure to 250 MPa the
pore shrinks from 5 nm to 2.65 nm.

The 75 MPa pore-pressure system is prepared by following two simulation
protocols starting from two different initial configurations. In the first protocol, the
‘compression’ protocol, I start from the initial configuration in which the pore width
is 5 nm (Fig. 5.1) and apply a force F2 (F2 < F1) onto the top surface. During the
simulation, the pore size reduces to a width that is larger than the 2.65 nm achieved
for the 250 MPa pore-pressure system (discussed later). In the second protocol, the
‘expansion’ protocol, I use the initial configuration of the system of 250 MPa
pore-pressure obtained above (pore size 2.65 nm) and reduce the applied force from
F1 to F2. As the applied force is reduced, the pore widens. All of the pore-pressure
simulations are conducted for 30 ns. A constant pore size is usually obtained after
6 ns.

After obtaining the desired pore-pressure (i.e., pore size is constant), I conduct
the non-equilibrium molecular dynamics simulation to study the two-phase flow
inside the muscovite nanopore using Poiseuille flow approach. These simulations
are initiated from the final configurations of the pore-pressure control simulations
described above. A constant acceleration ranging from 0.02 to 0.08 nm/ps2 is
applied to all water and methane molecules within the pore to force them to move

Fig. 5.1 Simulation snapshot
representing one of the
simulated systems. Water
(red and white spheres)
and methane (cyan spheres)
are confined in a slit-shape
muscovite nanopore.
Al-centred octahedral,
Si-centred tetrahedral,
and potassium atoms are
presented in green, yellow,
and blue colours, respectively
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along the X direction. Other simulation conditions are the same as those applied in
the pore-pressure controlled simulation, i.e., the bottom surface is treated as rigid
bodies and a force is applied on the top surface along the Z direction. The simu-
lations are conducted until steady states (i.e., constant velocity profiles for the fluid
inside the pore) are obtained. The Poiseuille flow simulations are conducted for
30 ns. The steady state is usually obtained after 10 ns. In the literature there are two
common simulation approaches implemented to study flow in nanopores. The first
approach is to apply a body force to all fluids inside nanopore. This method is
widely used to study the fluid transport through infinite nanopore with periodicity,
which is the condition of our model [26–28]. The second approach is implemented
for non-periodic finite nanopore including the flow through membrane [29]. In this
method fluid flow through the pore is driven by reservoir pressure control [26, 29].
Two reservoirs (source and sink) are connected to the membrane. A force is applied
on the moveable wall [29] or on the fluid within the user-defined region [26] to
produce pressure drop between two reservoirs. If one applies the second approach
the corresponding pressure drop across the pore should range approximately from
1.5 × 1016 to 6 × 1016 Pa/m to reproduce my simulation condition. Although these
applied accelerations are meant to mimic a pressure-driven flow [30–32], they are
too high to be realistic; this is due to computing power limitations [33, 34].

In all cases, the atoms in the muscovite mineral, water, and methane are simu-
lated by implementing the CLAYFF [35], SPC/E [36], and TraPPE [37] force
fields, respectively. The temperature is kept constant at 300 K. Periodic boundary
conditions are applied in all directions for all simulations. Therefore, the muscovite
substrate is infinitely long in X and Y directions. Following the methods imple-
mented in my prior studies, in the Z direction a large vacuum volume is added
above the muscovite layer to minimize unphysical effects due to interactions
between periodic images of the simulated system [38]. The equations of motion are
integrated using the GROMACS simulation package, version 4.0.7, with the time
step of 1fs.

5.3 Results and Discussions

5.3.1 Pore-Pressure 250 MPa

In Fig. 5.2 I present the result obtained for the 250 MPa pore-pressure system. The
final simulation snapshot obtained from pore-pressure control simulation (i.e.,
without flow) confirms the presence of a two-phase system: water and methane
phases (Fig. 5.2a). As expected, water preferentially wets the muscovite surfaces.
Visual inspection also suggests the formation of a water bridge connecting the two
pore surfaces and spanning the entire length of the pore along the Y direction.
Methane molecules form one gas bubble that is trapped within water. From con-
figuration of Fig. 5.2a I initiate the flow simulations by applying a constant
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acceleration to the fluid molecules along the X direction. In Fig. 5.2b I present the
flow patterns inside the pore when the applied acceleration is 0.05 nm/ps2 or
smaller. The flow occurs along the X direction, and the snapshots are obtained after
steady states conditions are established. The results presented show that the water
bridge, forms in between the two surfaces and spans the entire length along Y
direction observed in the pore-pressure controlled simulation, is still present when
the applied acceleration is 0.05 nm/ps2 or smaller. This pattern is consistent with
the ‘slug flow’ observed for two-phase flow at larger length scales when the gas
phase exists as a large bubbles separated from each other by liquid ‘slugs’ [39].
Further investigation is necessary to study the dependence of this structure on the
length of the simulation box along the Y direction.

When the acceleration increases from 0.05 to 0.06 nm/ps2 the flow pattern
changes from that of Fig. 5.2a to that of Fig. 5.3a. The water bridge between the
two surfaces is still present, but it no longer spans the entire length of the pore along
the Y direction and resembles a water ‘pillar’ surrounded by methane. As a con-
sequence, water molecules reduce the flow area available to methane, but they do
not slow methane flow (discussed later). The flow pattern just described does not
change when the acceleration increases from 0.06 to 0.08 nm/ps2. I also point out
that the flow pattern change just discussed is irreversible. In other words, even if I
reduce the applied acceleration from 0.06 to any value below 0.05 nm/ps2, the flow
pattern remains the one described in Fig. 5.3a, and the one described on Fig. 5.2b is
not re-established. This is probably evidence of the possibility that long-lived
metastable states can strongly affect two-phase fluid flow through nano-pores.

Fig. 5.2 Simulation snapshot representing the final configuration of the 250 MPa pore-pressure
system (a). Top (top panel) and side (bottom panel) views of the flow patterns inside the pore
of Fig. 5.2a (surfaces are removed for clarity) when the applied acceleration is 0.05 nm/ps2 or
smaller (b)
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In Fig. 5.3b I report the average velocities of water (filled circles) and methane
(empty circles) obtained at steady states as a function of the applied acceleration.
The results indicate that the average velocity of water increases linearly as the
applied acceleration increases, which is consistent with the Darcy’s law, as the
applied acceleration is the driving force for the flux of water. The results obtained
for methane differ significantly from those just described for water. In particular, the
average velocity for methane increases linearly when the acceleration increases
from 0.02 to 0.05 nm/ps2, and then again from 0.06 to 0.08 nm/ps2. As the
acceleration increase from 0.05 to 0.06 nm/ps2, a step increase of the methane
velocity is observed. It is also worth pointing out that, even though below
0.05 nm/ps2 and above 0.06 nm/ps2 the relationship between average velocity and
applied acceleration is linear, the slopes of the lines differ, suggesting that the
effective permeability of the pore is larger at higher applied accelerations. The
results also suggest that the Darcy’s law can be used to describe the two-phase flow
in nanochannels only if there is no change in flow pattern. They also suggest,
perhaps more importantly, that the permeability of the porous material depends
strongly on the structure of the confined fluid, which can change upon changes in
external stimuli, including applied pressure drops. Because when the flow pattern
changes the pore size does not change, my results suggest that the step increase in
the velocity of methane when the applied acceleration increases from 0.05 to
0.06 nm/ps2 is due to the change in flow pattern from that of Fig. 5.2a to that of
Fig. 5.3a. Within the simulated conditions the flow of water continues to obey the
Darcy’s law.

To better understand how the flow pattern affects the flow of water and methane
through the slit-shaped muscovite nanopore I present in Fig. 5.4a the velocity
profiles of water (filled symbols) and methane (empty symbols) as a function of the

Fig. 5.3 Top (top panel) and side (bottom panel) views of the flow patterns inside the pore
(surfaces are removed for clarity) when the applied acceleration is 0.06 nm/ps2 or higher (a).
Average velocity along the X direction of water (filled circles) and methane (empty circles) during
the two-phase flow within the muscovite nano-pore as a function of the applied acceleration (b)
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position within the pore when the acceleration is 0.05 (circles) and 0.06 nm/ps2

(triangles). At the acceleration of 0.05 nm/ps2 (circles) the velocity profiles of water
and that of methane suggest that at the pore center methane travels at the same
speed as water does (note that very few methane molecules are found near the
surface). This suggests that, effectively, the water bridge (see Fig. 5.2) blocks the
methane transport in the direction of flow. At the higher applied accelerations, the
results in Fig. 5.4a show that, at every position within the pore methane travels
much faster than water does. This happens because the water bridge no longer
entirely blocks methane transport, as it no longer spans the entire width of the
nano-pore. In this configuration methane molecules can move through the pore
free from physical block of the water bridge. The effect of the change in flow
pattern becomes more evident when I compare the average velocity of methane
to that of water inside the pore (Fig. 5.4b). For example, at low accelerations
(0.02–0.05 nm/ps2) the ratio between the average velocity of methane and that of
water is *2, while at higher accelerations (0.06–0.08 nm/ps2) this ratio is *4.3.
Note that at 0.05 nm/ps2, despite the velocity of water and that of methane are the
same in the middle of the pore (see Fig. 5.4a), the average velocity of methane is as
twice the average velocity of water (see Fig. 5.4b). This is because water wets the
muscovite surface, and the water molecules in the region near the solid surface are
effectively not moving along the direction of motion.

5.3.2 Pore-Pressure 75 MPa

The results discussed for pore-pressure 250 MPa system strongly depend on the
presence of the water bridge and on the flow pattern within the muscovite pore.
Building on prior simulation studies for water in clay pores [40, 41], I expect that the

Fig. 5.4 Velocity profiles of water (filled symbols) and methane (empty symbols) during the
two-phase flow within muscovite pore when the applied accelerations are 0.05 nm/ps2 (circles)
and 0.06 nm/ps2 (triangles) (a). Ratio between the average velocity of methane and that of water
during the two-phase flow as a function of applied acceleration (b)
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stability of the water bridge will depend on the amount of water present within the
pore, on the pore size, and on the pore pressure. To test this possibility I conducted
simulations reducing the pore pressure from 250 to 75 MPa. In Fig. 5.5 I show how
the pore width changes as a function of time when the applied pressure is instan-
taneously changed from low to 75 MPa (compression protocol, filled circles), and
when the applied pressure is reduced from 250 to 75 MPa (expansion protocol,
empty circles). In the compression protocol the pore width decreases from 5 to
3.58 nm, while in the expansion one the pore width increases from 2.65 to 3.19 nm.
These results indicate that starting from two different initial configurations, I obtain
two stable configurations (insets A and B) that, although characterized by the same
pore pressure, are 0.4 nm different in width. Analysis of the simulation snapshots
(insets) show that the fluid molecules assume different structures within the system:
in the configuration presented in the inset A, water molecules accumulate near the
solid surfaces while methane remains in the pore center. In the configuration pre-
sented in the inset B, water molecules form a bridge between the two solid surfaces.
The resultant capillary force brings the two pore surfaces closer by 0.4 nm compared
to when the bridge is not present. Investigation of the total energy of both com-
pression and expansion systems (results not shown) indicate that the configuration
shown in inset B is more stable than that depicted in inset A, suggesting that the
capillary force is essential in determining the stable pore structure at the nanoscale.
Because we observed two different final configurations starting from two different
approaches (expansion vs. compression) it is suggested that more simulations ini-
tiating from different initial configurations should be performed to obtain the sig-
nificant statistics.

From the last configurations shown in insets A and B for the pore at 75 MPa I
initiate flow simulations. The results show that the imposed flow does not change
the fluid distribution within the pore when the simulations start from the structure
shown in inset A for all accelerations applied. In this case my results are consistent
with the annular two-phase flow described in micro-channels. The correspondent
average velocity along the X direction for water (empty circles) and methane

Fig. 5.5 Pore size as a
function of simulation time
obtained for 75 MPa
compression ( filled circles),
expansion (empty circles),
flow at acceleration of
0.02 nm/ps2 ( filled triangles),
and 0.08 nm/ps2 (empty
triangles) simulations
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(empty triangles) during the simulated two-phase flow are shown in Fig. 5.6a. The
results suggest that the average velocities of both water and methane increase
linearly for the whole range of acceleration studied, which is consistent with
Darcy’s law. The ratio between the average velocity of methane and that of water
(empty circles, Fig. 5.6b) is *12.

When I simulate the fluid flow starting from the configuration presented in the
inset B of Fig. 5.5, my results show that the flow pattern changes over time. When
the imposed acceleration is in the range from 0.02 to 0.06 nm/ps2, the water pillar
remains, but it becomes thinner as the simulation progresses. One macroscopic
consequence of this result is that the pore width slightly increases over time (see
filled triangles in Fig. 5.5). When the applied acceleration is increased further to
0.07 and 0.08 nm/ps2, the water bridge vanishes, causing the expansion of the pore
from 3.19 to 3.59 nm (empty triangles in Fig. 5.5). In other words, when the
applied acceleration is large enough, the fluid structure within the pore changes
from that pictured in inset B to that in inset A. The correspondent average velocity
along the X direction for water (filled circles) and methane (filled triangles) during
the simulated two-phase flow are shown in Fig. 5.6a. The results indicate that the
average velocities of both water and methane increase linearly when the applied
acceleration increases from 0.02 to 0.06 nm/ps2, which is consistent with Darcy’s
law. Within this range of applied accelerations, the ratio between the average
velocity of methane and that of water (filled circles, Fig. 5.6b) is around 6.4. When
the applied acceleration increases to 0.07 and 0.08 nm/ps2, as a step increase of the
methane average velocity and a slight decrease of the water average velocity are
observed. The ratio between the average velocity of methane and that of water
increases to 12 (filled circles, Fig. 5.6b), consistent with the results obtained starting
the flow simulations from the configuration of inset A of Fig. 5.5. As described
above, when the acceleration increases to 0.07 nm/ps2, there are major changes in

Fig. 5.6 Average velocity along the X direction of water (circles) and methane (triangles) during
the two-phase flow simulated within the muscovite nano-pore described in inset A (empty symbols)
and inset B ( filled symbols) of Fig. 5.5 as a function of the applied acceleration (a). Ratio between
the average velocity of methane and that of water during the two-phase flow described in inset B
( filled circles) and inset A (empty circles) of Fig. 5.5 as a function of applied acceleration (b)
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flow pattern and in pore size. Both changes contribute to the step increase of the
average velocity of methane. Unexpectedly, the change in flow pattern slightly
decreases the average velocity of water, despite of the increase in acceleration. This
is because the water in the centre of the pore of inset B of Fig. 5.5 can move faster,
even at the smaller acceleration, along the X direction than the water in the water
film near the surface in the inset A of Fig. 5.5. The water molecules at the center of
the pore move closer to the surface when the bridge is disrupted, leading to lower
average velocity for water molecules.

The results just discussed indicate that the fluid flow can alter the effective
interactions between water, methane, and pore surfaces, with effects not only on
flow patterns and applications of the Darcy’s law, but also on the pore structure.

5.4 Conclusions

Using molecular dynamics simulation I study the two-phase flow of water and
methane inside slit-shape pores obtained from muscovite. The simulations are
designed to investigate the effect of flow patterns on the fluids transport and on the
pore structure at the temperature of 300 K and pore-pressure of either 75 or
250 MPa. The results indicate that Darcy’s law is obeyed as long as the flow pattern
does not change. When the fluid structure changes, the movement of methane with
respect to that of water changes. My results illustrate the importance of the capillary
force, due to the formation of water bridges across the clay pores, not only on the
fluid flow, but also on the pore structure, in particular on its width. When the water
bridges are broken, perhaps because of fast fluid flow, the capillary force vanishes
leading to the significant expansion of the pore. Because muscovite is considered a
model of illite, a clay often found in the shale formations in the Marcellus and
Barnett regions, these results advance my understanding regarding the mechanism
of water and gas transport in tight shale gas formations.
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Chapter 6
Summary and Outlook

6.1 Summary

In this thesis I focus on studying the interfacial fluid behaviours and how these
behaviours govern nanoscale fluid transport. In particular, I employ equilibrium
and non-equilibrium atomistic molecular dynamics simulations using LAMMPS
and GROMACS to study the properties of water, aqueous electrolyte solutions, and
methane in contact with metal oxide surfaces, clay minerals, and graphene. From
the fundamental understanding of the structural and dynamical properties of the
interfacial fluids I learn how to manipulate these properties to enhance the per-
formance of practical applications including nano-fluidic devices, water desalina-
tion, energy storage, and shale gas exploration.

The results presented in Chap. 3 demonstrate that liquid water can slip on
hydrophilic surfaces, which contradicts conventional knowledge. The responsible
molecular signature appears to be the dynamic properties of water molecules within
the contact layer, coupled with the strength of water-surface interactions. When
preferential adsorption sites exist that are sufficiently close to each other that water
migration from one to the next can occur without requiring hopping events,
hydrodynamic liquid slip occurs. Because of computing-power limitations, the
shear rates considered herein are high, but comparable to those found in high
performance lubrication applications. When verified experimentally my results
could lead to the advancement of a variety of applications, including the design of
hydrophilic nano-porous membranes with high permeation and self-cleaning
hydrophilic surfaces. The desired surfaces should permit atomic-scale sliding of
contact water molecules, which could be attained by providing a sufficient amount
of preferential adsorption sites, by, e.g., atomic-scale etching, molecular grafting, or
by integrating nanoparticles on a surface.

In Chap. 4, I manage to alter the properties of the electric double layer formed
within graphitic electrochemical cells. This is achieved by inserting graphene
membranes near charged graphitic electrodes. I demonstrate that the ability of
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manipulating the electric double layer has important implications for the water-
energy nexus, as it allows us to both effectively and efficiently store energy and
purify water. The compact Helmholtz layer found in the envisioned composite
electrochemical cell is not only atomically thick, but it is also able to slip in the
direction parallel to the electrodes. The formation of the compact electric double
layer significantly enhances the electrodes capacitance, with important implications
for the design of electric double layer capacitors. It cannot be overstated that the
slippage of the Helmholtz layer is important for the practical realization of the
continuous electrode-membrane desalination cells. Based on my simulation results,
the proposed desalination cell can be operated continuously, achieving up to 100 %
charge efficiency, recovering 70 % of the water initially loaded to the system with
100 % salt rejection at salinity <10 g/l, and yielding high water permeability
(30 L/cm2/day/MPa).

In Chap. 5, I study the two-phase flow of water and methane inside slit-shape
pores obtained from muscovite. The simulations are designed to investigate the
effect of flow patterns on the fluids transport and on the pore structure at the
temperature of 300 K and pore-pressure of either 75 or 250 MPa. The results
indicate that the Darcy’s law is obeyed as long as the flow pattern does not change.
When the fluid structure changes, the movement of methane with respect to that of
water changes. My results illustrate the importance of the capillary force, due to the
formation of water bridges across the clay pores, not only on the fluid flow, but also
on the pore structure, in particular on its width. When the water bridges are broken,
perhaps because of fast fluid flow, the capillary force vanish leading to the sig-
nificant expansion of the pore. Because muscovite is considered a model of illite, a
clay often found in the shale formations in the Marcellus and Barnett regions, these
results advance our understanding regarding the mechanism of water and gas
transport in tight shale gas formations.

Although some models may not be realistic because of limitation in computa-
tional resources my research results significantly contributes to our understanding
of the mutual relation between the microscopic properties of interfacial fluids and
macroscopic observations. This understanding could provide us a systematically
strategy in designing innovative materials and engineering processes.

6.2 Outlook

The results presented in Chap. 3 can be used to further our understanding toward a
few phenomena and applications. For example, Rafiee et al. [1] reported experi-
mental and simulation results illustrating the wetting transparency of graphene.
They took advantage of this property to improve the performance of the conden-
sation heat transfer applications. Copper is the material used in heat transfer
equipment due to its very high thermal conductivity. To prevent the oxidation of Cu
coating is required. If the coating surface becomes more hydrophilic condensed
water forms a liquid film that can reduce the heat transfer coefficient. If the coating
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Cu surface becomes more hydrophobic the nucleation density of condensed water
decreases leading to the decrease of heat transfer coefficient. The authors shown
that coating one layer of graphene on Cu surface does not significantly change its
the intrinsic wettability, as the contact angle measured on Cu surface is comparable
with that measured on one-layer-graphene-coating one. Graphene coating not only
prevents Cu surface from oxidation but also increases 30–40 % heat transfer effi-
ciency. Although coating Cu surface with one layer of graphene does not signifi-
cantly alter the static contact angle I believe that it would severely change the
dynamic contact angle and dynamic properties of water near the copper surface.
This is because, based on my result reported in Chap. 3, the graphene with the
distance between two carbon atoms is *1.42 Å which is smaller than the diameter
of water molecule will be an excellent platform for water slippage. This argument is
currently being investigated in my group.

The results reported in Chap. 4 indicate that the water molecules and ions can
slip inside very narrow charged graphene channels. My hypothesis is that charged
graphene surface might become very hydrophilic, but water still can slip on it. To
support this hypothesis, I will investigate the effect of surface charge density on the
contact angle and on the degree of water slippage. I expect to see the contact angle
of water droplet and the degree of slippage decrease when the surface charge
density increases. If successful, this work will serve as a reliable complement to my
research reported in Chap. 3. It will also provide an idea to experimentalist to study
the water slippage on hydrophilic surfaces because charged graphene surface can be
obtained experimentally.

I am also interested in the research on the geological storage of CO2, a method to
bury CO2 underground to reduce atmospheric CO2, which helps to reduce global
warming and dangerous climate change. The CO2 collected from its sources such as
power plant is injected into the depleted oil and gas reservoirs, deep saline for-
mations, and deep oceans. The interactions among injected CO2, saline fluids, and
sedimentary rocks, in particularly the migration of CO2 are important to designing,
predicting the behaviors, and monitoring sequestration systems and sites [2]. To
prevent CO2 leakage to the atmosphere (CO2 is buoyant and move upward), several
storage mechanisms are proposed. One of the principle mechanisms is the structural
trapping by which the impermeable or low permeability rocks acts as a seal to
prevent CO2 moving upward. The CO2 migration can also be prevented by the
residual trapping mechanism by which the micrometer scale CO2 bubbles are
trapped by the capillary force. As a first prediction, the water ‘bridge’ observed in
Chap. 5 might prevent the CO2 migration during the injection stage, but can act like
a ‘seal’ to prevent CO2 leakage during storage stage. The dissolution of CO2 into
brine is another mechanism (i.e., dissolution trapping) that might be responsible for
up to 22 % of the CO2 store at the Bravo Dome CO2 nature gas field in New
Mexico [3]. In addition, injected CO2 can react with mineral such as calcite
available in the reservoir resulting in permanent storage (mineral trapping). It can
also physically adsorb on clay surfaces and clay interlayers. The CO2 invasion into
the interlayer of the clays mineral can lead to the swelling. The swelling can act as a
storage mechanism but also change the porosity, permeability and formation of
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micro-fracture in the cap rocks. For example, Giesting et al. [4] experimental
studied the interaction between CO2 and Na-Monmorillonite. They demonstrated
that the d-space of clay expands because of CO2 adsorption. For the dry clay the
d-space is around 10 Å. The d-space of the dry clays does not increase upon
the exposure to dry CO2. Residual water is required for the CO2 intercalation.
On the contrary, Schaef et al. [5] reported that smectite clay with 2 layers of water
in the interlayer will collapse into 1 water layer state upon the exposure to dry CO2.

Molecular simulation can help to establish a solid scientific background related
to geological CO2 storage. Myshakin et al. [6] using molecular dynamics simulation
shown that the intercalation of CO2 into the clay depending on the water content in
the interlayer space. Inside the interlayer CO2 molecules tend to orient parallel to
the clay surfaces. The invasion of CO2 into the clay interlayer can also promote the
migration of Na ions to the interlayer. The authors also suggest that this could
change the hydrophobicity of the surface. In my opinion it is difficult to measure the
contact angle in the interlayer to confirm authors’ suggestion. Another approach can
be used to investigate the hydrophobicity of the surface in the very small pore is to
study the probability of forming a cavity inside the water as proposed by Garde
et al. [7].
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Appendix A
Polarizability Effects in Molecular
Dynamics Simulations
of the Graphene/Water Interface

A.1 Abstract

The importance of including the polarizability of both water and graphene in
molecular dynamics simulations of the water/graphene system was quantified.
A thin film of rigid SPC/E and polarizable SWM4_DP water on non-polarizable and
polarizable graphene surfaces were simulated. The graphene surface was either
maintained neutral or charged, positively and negatively. The results suggest that
SPC/E and SWM4_DP water models yield very similar predictions for the water
structural properties on neutral non-polarizable graphene, although they yield
slightly different dynamical properties of interfacial water on neutral non-polarizable
graphene.

More pronounced were the differences obtained when graphene was modeled
with a polarizable force field. In particular, the polarizability of graphene was found
to enhance the number of interfacial SWM4_DP water molecules pointing one of
their OH bonds towards the neutral surface. Despite this structural difference, the
dynamical properties predicted for the interfacial SWM4_DP water were found to
be independent on polarizability as long as the polarizability of a carbon atom is
smaller than α = 0.878 Å. On charged graphene surfaces, the effect of polarizability
of graphene on structural properties and some dynamical properties of SWM4_DP
water is negligible because electrostatic forces due to surface charge dominate
polarization forces, as expected. For all cases, my results suggest that the hydrogen
bond network is insensitive to the polarizability of both water and graphene.
Understanding how these effects will determine the accumulation of ions near
neutral or charged graphene could have important implications for applications in
the fields of energy storage and water desalination.

A.2 Introduction

Many groups have discussed the importance of including the polarizable term in
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, especially in those simulations conducted
for ions at the water/air interface [1–7]. Levin argued that the ability of adjusting the
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charge distribution of an ion, i.e., its polarizability, is necessary to capture the right
physic of ions at interfaces [8]. Berkowitz and Perera found significant differences
in both energy and geometry for Na+(H2O)n and Cl−(H2O)n clusters depending on
whether or not polarizable force fields were implemented [9]. Dang and Smith
found that the properties predicted by simulations for water-ion clusters depend on
the magnitude of the ion polarizablity [10]. Jungwirth and Tobias [11] demon-
strated that heavier halogen anions have a propensity to accumulate at the water/air
interface, proportional to their polarizability. Recent interesting results by Caleman
et al. explain the surface preference of halides using MD simulations that imple-
mented polarizable force fields [12].

The work briefly summarized above suggests the need of implementing polar-
izable force fields in simulating aqueous electrolytes at the water/air interfaces. As
other interfaces are of practical interest, one wonders whether polarizable effects are
important to describe every interface. For example, it is still unclear whether it is
important to implement polarizable force fields to simulate solid/water interfaces. In
this work I are concerned with the graphene/water interface. Graphene is an
exceptional material possessing a unique combination of high surface area,
extraordinary mechanical, thermal, and chemical stability, and remarkable elec-
tronic and optical properties [13, 14]. It is being used in many applications, ranging
from materials sciences [15, 16] to the energy field (batteries and electric double
layer capacitors) [17–20], from sensing devices [21] to catalysis [22]. Because some
of these applications take place in aqueous environments, it is important to
understand at the molecular level the structure of interfacial water on graphene
under different conditions. Simulations are often conducted for such purposes. Most
of the simulations for water on graphene reported in the literature were obtained
implementing non-polarizable force fields [23–25]. One exception is the work of
Sala et al. [26] These authors studied aqueous electrolyte solutions confined within
a graphene slit-shaped pore. Two sets of potential models were implemented:
(a) the rigid non-polarizable SPC/E potential for water with non-polarizable ions,
and (b) the rigid polarizable RPOL model for water with polarizable ions. Graphene
was in both cases treated as non-polarizable. The results indicated that polarizable
force fields favor the accumulation of ionic species near the solid/liquid interface.
To secure progress, I believe it is necessary to quantify the effect of polarizability of
both water and graphene on the water properties, as predicted by simulations. When
synergistically coupled to experimental data, this quantification will allow accurate
prediction of the properties of aqueous electrolyte solutions at the graphene inter-
face, necessary for the development of energy storage (e.g., electric double layer
capacitors) and water desalination devices, among others. The performance of these
devices depends in fact on the accumulation of ions near graphene, which, as
suggested by the results obtained at the water/air interface, might be affected by
polarization effects.
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A.3 Simulation Methods

In this work, three simulation sets were conducted. In the first set, I considered a
thin film of either SPC/E [27] or SWM4_DP [28] water on neutral, non-polarizable
graphene. These simulations were conducted to verify the importance of imple-
menting a polarizable water model when the water/graphene system is of interest.
Within the SPC/E model water is described as rigid with three point charges: two
hydrogen sites and one oxygen site. The oxygen site also corresponds to the center
of Lennard-Jones (LJ) interactions. This model has been extensively used by many,
and it is known to satisfactorily reproduce structure and diffusion of bulk liquid
water at ambient conditions. In my simulations one SPC/E water molecule was kept
rigid by applying the SHAKE algorithm [29] to constrain the two OH bonds and the
fictitious H–H bond length. The polarizable water model SWM4_DP was chosen
because it reproduces well vaporization enthalpy, dielectric constant, self-diffusion
coefficient, and air/water interfacial tension. In the SWM4_DP model, the perma-
nent charge distribution of a water molecule is represented by three point charges:
two hydrogen sites and one site positioned along the HOH bisector. The electronic
induction is represented by a classical charged Drude particle [30, 31], bound to the
oxygen site by a harmonic spring. The oxygen site carries a charge equal and
opposite to the one of the Drude particle. The oxygen site is also the center of
intermolecular LJ interactions. In neutral non-polarizable graphene, all carbon
atoms were maintained rigid and modeled as LJ spheres employing literature
parameters [32].

In the second simulation set, a thin film of polarizable SWM4_DP water [28]
(polarizability α * 1.042 Å3) on neutral polarizable graphene surfaces was simu-
lated to study the effect of graphene polarizability on water properties. To simulate
the polarizability of carbon atoms, I implemented the Drude-particle method [30,
31], inspired by the SWM4_DP water model (described in the paragraph above).
Each carbon atom was represented by a fixed charged LJ carbon atom and a Drude
particle carrying a charge opposite in sign to that fixed on the center. The fixed
carbon atom and the Drude particle were connected by a spring. Manipulating the
spring constant and the charge on the Drude particle results in different polariz-
ability. The LJ parameters for the fixed carbon atoms were identical to those used in
the first simulation set. The polarizability of a carbon atom in graphene is expected
to be around α * 0.878 Å3, which is the polarizability of the carbon atom in CCl4
as simulated by Chang and Dang [33]. Because I excluded the interactions among
the carbon atoms in the graphene sheet, the polarizability of carbon atoms used in
my simulations should reflect the out-of-plane value. According to Langlet et al.
[34], the out-of-plane polarizability of a carbon atom varies from 0.5 to 1.5 Å3.
They used 0.86 Å3, close to the value α * 0.878 Å3 I expect to be reasonable.
Karapetian and Jordan [35] implemented out-of-plane α * 0.57 Å3 to study the
properties of a water cluster on graphite. They concluded that using an anisotropic
polarizability on the carbon atoms gave the similar structures and binding energies
to those obtained using an isotropic polarizability. To fully understand the effect of
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polarizability I conducted additional simulations, varying the polarizability α of a
carbon atom from 0 (no polarizability) to 1.1 Å3 (i.e., α = 0, α = 0.578, α = 0.878
and α = 1.1 Å3).

In the third and last simulation set, a thin film of polarizable water SWM4_DP
was simulated on charged polarizable graphene and on charged non-polarizable
graphene surfaces to understand the role of the polarizability of graphene on the
water properties when the graphene surfaces are charged, negatively or positively.
The water/charged graphene interface is encountered in many practical applications
such as electric double layer capacitor (EDLC) or capacitive desalination (CD) [36].
In the present contribution I considered two representative surface charge densities
(i.e., −8 and +8 μC/cm2). The non-polarizable graphene was simulated as discussed
in the first simulation set. The polarizable graphene was simulated using the
approach described in the second simulation set, with polarizability α = 0.878 Å3.
When the graphene surface was charged, all the fixed carbon atoms belonging to the
graphene sheet on top of the graphitic slab (shown below) carried the same partial
charge.

In Fig. A.1 I represent a simulation domain containing SPC/E water molecules
on a neutral non-polarizable graphite surface. Similar domains were employed for
all other simulations. In my simulation box, a thin film composed by 829 water
molecules was placed on a 27.0 × 29.8 Å2 graphite surface. All simulations pre-
sented below were conducted using the GROMACS simulation package [37],
version 4.0.7. During each simulation the number of particles (N) in the system, the
volume (V), and the temperature (T) were maintained constant (i.e., I implemented
the NVT ensemble). The system temperature was maintained at 300 K by applying
the Nose-Hoover thermostat with the relaxation time of 100 fs. Periodic boundary
conditions were applied in all three directions (note that the Z direction is the one
perpendicular to the solid substrate). Long-range interactions were calculated by the
particle mesh Ewald (PME) method [38]. Along the Z direction a large vacuum
volume was added to eliminate unphysical interactions between periodic images of
the simulated system. Similar approaches have been implemented in my prior work
[39]. Alternatively, one can apply two-dimensional algorithms available for treating
long-ranged electrostatic interactions [40]. The resultant lengths of the simulation
box used herein along the X, Y, and Z directions were 2.70, 2.98, and 10.00 nm,
respectively.

The equations of motion were integrated with a time step of 1 fs. After equili-
bration, the system coordinates were recorded every 200 time steps (i.e., 200 fs of
simulation), and used for subsequent analysis. Each simulation lasted 3 ns. The
results obtained during the first 1 ns were discarded (equilibration), while the tra-
jectories recorded during the last 2 ns of the simulation were used to calculate the
properties of interest. By monitoring temperature, density profiles, and orientation
probability as a function of simulation time I confirmed that the reported results are
obtained after equilibration is complete. The simulation trajectories were analyzed
to extract detailed information regarding atomic density profiles, orientation, resi-
dence time, translation and rotational dynamics for interfacial water. Additional
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details concerning the hydrogen bond network near the interface were extracted.
The algorithms employed for such analysis have been described in previous pub-
lications from my group [39, 41–45].

A.4 Results and Discussions

A.4.1 Density Profiles

In Fig. A.2 I present the density profiles in the direction perpendicular to the surface
for oxygen (left) and hydrogen (right) atoms of water molecules near graphite. The
results are compared when different force fields are implemented.

On the top panels I compare the density profiles obtained for SPC/E and
SWM4_DP water simulated on the neutral non-polarizable graphene surface. The
comparison suggests a minimal difference due to the polarization. The oxygen
density profile obtained for SPC/E water indicates that a first intense density peak
forms at z = 3.25 Å and a second, less pronounced density peak forms at
z = 6.05 Å. This is in agreement with results reported by other groups [23–25]. The
oxygen density profile obtained for SWM4_DP water is different from that obtained

Fig. A.1 Side view of the
simulation box with SPC/E
water molecules on a neutral
non-polarizable graphite sur-
face. Red, white, and cyan
spheres represent oxygen,
hydrogen, and carbon atoms,
respectively
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for SPC/E water, but the differences are almost insignificant. For example, the
peaks observed on the oxygen density profile for SWM4_DP are higher and nar-
rower than those observed for SPC/E water. Quantitative calculations presented
below indicate that water molecules are predicted to pack in the interfacial layer at a
constant surface coverage (9.9 water molecules per nm2), independently on the
water model implemented. The hydrogen density profiles (top right) also show
negligible differences between results obtained implementing either the SPC/E or
the SWM4_DP water models. The results presented on the top panels of Fig. A.2
demonstrate that the distribution of oxygen and hydrogen atoms of water molecules
in the direction perpendicular to the surface are predicted to be comparable when
either the rigid non-polarizable SPC/E or the polarizable SWM4_DP water models
are implemented.

The next question I address is whether including the polarizability of carbon
atoms of graphene and the polarizability of water molecules will affect the predicted
structure of water. In the middle panels of Fig. A.2 I compare the results obtained
using the polarizable SWM4_DP model of water, combined with a Drude-particle
model to describe polarizable effects in the carbon atoms of graphene. The results
suggest that including the polarizability of graphene negligibly affects the vertical
distribution of oxygen atoms of interfacial water (left panel). However, the pre-
diction for the density profiles of hydrogen atoms (right panel) is affected by the
polarizability of carbon atoms. In particular, a small shoulder at z = 2.15 Å grad-
ually forms when the polarizability increases. The shoulder found at z = 2.15 Å on
the hydrogen density profile is 1 Å closer to the surface than the first oxygen peak
observed on the oxygen density profile. This suggests that polarizability affects the
orientation of interfacial water molecules. My results indicate that the number of
water molecules in the first hydration layer projecting one of their hydrogen atoms
toward the surface increases when the graphene polarizability increases. This
observation is supported by additional results, discussed below, for the orientation
of interfacial water molecules and by the estimation of the number of water
molecules pointing one of their hydrogen atoms towards the surface. The results
just discussed show that polarizability is important in predicting the orientation of
interfacial water molecules near neutral graphene. The next question I address is
whether or not the same observation holds when the graphene surface, instead of
being neutral, is charged.

In the bottom panels of Fig. A.2 I present the density profiles predicted when the
SWM4_DP water is simulated on charged non-polarizable and charged polarizable
graphene surfaces. Graphene was either positively or negatively charged. The
density profiles for SWM4_DP water on neutral non-polarizable graphene (black
line) are also shown for comparison. The results shown in the bottom panels of
Fig. A.2 indicate that the surface charge density has a strong effect in determining
the orientation of interfacial water. More importantly for the scopes of the present
work, however, is that when graphene is charged, my results show that including
the polarizability of graphene in the calculations has little effect. For instance, the
oxygen density profile (left panel) for water on −8 μC/cm2 non-polarizable
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graphene (solid red line) shows little difference compared to that obtained on
polarizable graphene (green solid line). The same can be repeated for the hydrogen
density profile (right panel) on +8 μC/cm2 non-polarizable or polarizable graphene.

Fig. A.2 Top Oxygen (left) and hydrogen (right) density profiles of SPC/E and SWM4_DP water
on neutral non-polarizable graphene surfaces. Middle Oxygen (left) and hydrogen (right) density
profiles of SWM4_DP water on neutral polarizable graphene surfaces of different polarizability α.
Bottom Oxygen (left) and hydrogen (right) density profiles of SWM4_DP water on charged
non-polarizable and charged polarizable graphene surfaces
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A.4.2 Orientation

In the left panel of Fig. A.3 I present the orientation distribution of interfacial
SPC/E (pink circles) and SWM4_DP (black circles) water on neutral
non-polarizable graphene. In the left panel I also report the results obtained for
SWM4_DP water on neutral polarizable graphene (red circles, green triangles, and
yellow triangles). The angle Ф was defined as the angle between the OH bond of
one water molecule and the normal vector of the surface. When cos Uð Þ ¼ 1, the
OH bond points away from the surface. When cos Uð Þ ¼ �1, the OH bond points
towards the surface. The probability P cos Uð Þ½ � of observing the various angles Ф
for the water molecules whose oxygen atom is found within 5 Å from the surface is
reported. It should be remembered that Lee et al. [46] were the first to predict that
water molecules within the first hydration layer near a hydrophobic surface point
some of their OH groups towards the surface to minimize the number of hydrogen
bonds lost because of the presence of the surface. Many subsequent simulations for
water on graphite agree with such prediction [23–25]. Qualitatively, the results
obtained here on the neutral graphene also show that some of the water molecules
within the first hydration layer point one of their OH bonds towards the surface.
Further, the results obtained for SPC/E (pink circles) and SWM4_DP (black circles,
obtained for α = 0) suggest that the polarizability of water insignificantly affects the
orientation of interfacial water when graphene is neutral and not polarizable.
However, my results show that the polarizability of graphene affects the orientation
of interfacial water. The results obtained for interfacial SWM4_DP water on neutral
polarizable graphene indicate that the probability P cos Uð Þ� � 1½ � increases when
the polarizability increases, indicating that more interfacial water molecules point
one of their OH bonds towards the surface when the surface polarizability increases.

In the right panel of Fig. A.3 I report the number of oxygen and hydrogen atoms
found in the first peak on the density profiles obtained for SPC/E water on neutral
non-polarizable graphene (pink circles), and for SWM4_DP water on neutral
polarizable graphene. The number of oxygen and hydrogen atoms were counted up
to 5 Å (the first minima on oxygen density profile) and 2.65 Å from the surface (the
shoulder on the hydrogen density profile), respectively. On neutral non-polarizable
graphene nearly 9 % of interfacial water molecules (either SPC/E or SWM4_DP)
point one of their OH bonds toward the surface. On the most polarizable graphene
considered (α = 1.1), nearly 14 % of interfacial SWM4_DP water point one of their
OH bonds toward the surface. At the expected polarizability of a carbon atom
(α = 0.878), approximately 12 % of interfacial water molecules point one OH bond
towards the surface. Experimental results show that at water/air interface more than
20 % water molecules have ‘dangling’ OH bonds projecting into the air [47],
suggesting that perhaps including polarizability is important for capturing the
correct physics of the water/graphene interface as well. Experimental data necessary
for validating my predictions are at present not available.

The orientation distribution of SWM4_DP water on neutral graphene surfaces,
presented in the left panel of Fig. A.3, clearly indicates the effect of graphene
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polarizability on the orientation of interfacial water. Will the polarizability of
graphene affect the orientation of water on graphene when the graphene, instead of
being neutral, is charged? The orientation distributions of interfacial SWM4_DP
water on charged non-polarizable and charged polarizable graphene are presented in
Fig. A.4. The results obtained for SWM4_DP water on neutral non-polarizable
graphene are also shown in this figure for comparison (black). Changing the surface
charge density from negative to positive has the expected effect on the orientation
of interfacial water. Briefly, water preferentially points more OH bonds towards the
negatively charged surface (red triangles, note the high P cos Uð Þ� � 1½ � in

Fig. A.3 Left The orientation distribution of SWM4_DP water molecules on polarizable graphene
surfaces. Only the water molecules in the first hydration layer are considered in this calculation.
Right The number of hydrogen and oxygen atoms of SWM4_DP water molecules within the first
peaks observed on the atomic density profiles (see Fig. A.2). On both left and right panels, the
results obtained for SPC/E water on non-polarizable graphene were also reported (pink circle) to
compare with the results obtained for SWM4_DP (black) water on neutral non-polarizable
graphene

Fig. A.4 The orientation distribution of SWM4_DP interfacial water on charged non-polarizable
and charged polarizable graphene surfaces. The results obtained for SWM4_DP water molecules
(black circle) on neutral non-polarizable graphene are also shown for comparison. Only water
molecules in the first hydration layer are used for this analysis
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Fig. A.4). On the contrary, water points no OH bonds towards the positively
charged surface (yellow diamonds, note the low P cos Uð Þ� � 1½ � in Fig. A.4).
I focus here on the effect of graphene polarizability on the orientation distribution of
interfacial SWM4_DP water on charged graphene. My results show that such effect
is negligible. For instance, the orientation distribution of interfacial water on
−8 μC/cm2 non-polarizable (red) and −8 μC/cm2 polarizable graphene (green), or
the orientation distribution of interfacial water on +8 μC/cm2 non-polarizable
(yellow) and +8 μC/cm2 polarizable (blue) graphene are identical. The electrostatic
forces clearly dominate the effect of polarizable forces.

A.4.3 Hydrogen-Bond Network

In Fig. A.5 I present the number of hydrogen bonds per water molecule (left) and
the hydrogen bond density profiles (right) obtained for SPC/E and SWM4_DP
water on neutral non-polarizable graphene (top), for SWM4_DP water on neutral
polarizable graphene surfaces (middle), and for SWM4_DP water on charged
non-polarizable and charged polarizable graphene (bottom). One hydrogen bond
was identified using the geometric criterion proposed by Marti [48]. The position of
each hydrogen bond was considered as the middle point between the hydrogen of
the donor and the oxygen of the acceptor molecules. The results presented in the top
and middle panels indicate that the polarizability of either water or graphene have
an insignificant effect on the hydrogen bond network. The water molecules in the
first hydration layer (up to 5 Å from the surface) form fewer hydrogen bonds than
the molecules in the bulk region do because of the asymmetry of the system (left
panels). However, the hydrogen bond network is very dense in the contact layer as
observed on the hydrogen density profiles (right panels) because the density of
water molecules in the first hydration layer is high (see density profiles in Fig. A.2).
These observations are in agreement with the results reported by Marti et al. [49]
and Gordillo et al. [23]. The results obtained on charged graphene surfaces (bottom
panels) also indicate that at the same surface charge density, the non-polarizable
and polarizable graphene substrates do not affect the hydrogen bond network dif-
ferently from each other.

A.4.4 Dynamical Properties

In Fig. A.6 I present several dynamical properties computed for interfacial water on
various graphene surfaces. Only water molecules within the first hydration layer
were considered for these calculations. I computed the residence auto-correlation
function (left panels), the mean square displacement as a function of time (middle
panels), and the reorientation correlation function (right panels). The results are
compared when different force fields were implemented.
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The residence auto-correlation function was defined as: CR tð Þ ¼ P tð ÞP 0ð Þh i
P 0ð ÞP 0ð Þ . At

time t = 0, P(0) = 1 for all the water molecules whose oxygen atom is found within
the first peak on the oxygen density profile (see Fig. A.2). If the water molecules
continuously stay in the first hydration layer when the time t progresses, then
P(t) = 1, otherwise, P(t) = 0. The auto-correlation function decays from 1 to 0
when the system evolves because the interfacial water molecules leave the hydra-
tion layer as time progresses [50]. By studying the residence auto-correlation
function it is possible to estimate the average residence time for water molecules at

Fig. A.5 Number of hydrogen bonds per water molecule (left panels) and hydrogen bond density
profiles (right panels) as a function of vertical distance z from the surface. The results obtained for
SPC/E and SWM4_DP water on neutral non-polarizable graphene, for SWM4_DP water on
neutral polarizable graphene, and for SWM4_DP water on charged non-polarizable and charged
polarizable graphene are shown in the top, middle, and bottom panels, respectively
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contact with the graphene (e.g., the time required for the auto-correlation function
to decay from 1 to 1/e).

The in-plane MSD was quantified as: ðtÞ ¼ \
P

ðxiðtÞ�xið0ÞÞ2 þðyiðtÞ�yð0ÞÞ2½ �[
N(t) ,

where N(t) is the number of water molecules remaining in the hydration layer at
time t. Note that as time progresses, N(t) decreases. Once a water molecule leaves
the hydration layer, it does not contribute any more to the mean square displace-
ment, even if it returns after some time. The slope of the in-plane MSD as a function
of time could be used to estimate the self-diffusion coefficient for water molecules
in the direction parallel to the surface, although the correlation should last for
infinite times, which is not possible as water molecules eventually leave the
hydration layer. Qualitatively, I estimate the mobility of interfacial water from the
initial slope of the MSD data. The larger of the slope, the faster interfacial water
molecules diffuse [50].

The reorientation correlation function was obtained as: CDM tð Þ ¼ \M tð ÞM 0ð Þ[
\M 0ð ÞM 0ð Þ[ ,

where M 0ð Þ is the dipole moment of water molecule vector at time t ¼ 0,M(t) is the
dipole moment of water molecules vector at time t. Only water molecules contin-
uously staying within the first hydration layer were considered for this calculation.
The slower the reorientation correlation function decays from 1 to 0, the slower the
water molecules rotate [50]. The rotational diffusion can be estimated, qualitatively,
from the time required by the reorientation correlation function to decay from
1 to 1/e.

The comparison of the dynamical properties obtained for SPC/E and SWM4_DP
water on neutral non-polarizable graphene surface is shown in the top panels of
Fig. A.6. The results for the residence correlation function (top left) demonstrate
that the SPC/E water molecules stay in the contact layer on average shorter than
SWM4_DP water molecules do. However, the MSD results (top middle) suggest
that SPC/E and SWM4_DP water molecules have similar mobility in the direction
parallel to the substrate. The reorientation correlation function data (top right)
indicate that the SPC/E water molecules rotate more slowly than SWM4_DP water
molecules do. This appears to be counter-intuitive, since SPC/E water was found to
reside in the first hydration layer for shorter times than the SWM4_DP water.
However, I note that the differences are rather small.

The dynamical properties predicted for SWM4_DP water on neutral graphene as
a function of graphene polarizability (middle panels from the top) show differences
only when the polarizability of a carbon atom is larger than α = 0.878 Å. Because
on neutral polarizable graphene the orientation of SWM4_DP water was found
different compared to that on non-polarizable graphene, it is surprising that the
dynamical properties of water are not affected by the surface polarizability when
α < 0.878 Å. It is possible that the dynamics of interfacial water molecules depend
more strongly on the presence of ions, whose predicted behaviour (i.e., surface
adsorption) might depend on polarizability [26]. This possibility will be explored in
the future.
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The structural properties of water on charged graphene were found not to depend
on graphene polarizability. However, the dynamical properties predicted for inter-
facial SWM4_DP water on charged graphene appear to depend, to some extent, on
the graphene polarizability (bottom panels of Fig. A.6). Note that these results were
obtained when the polarizability α of carbon atoms of graphene was either 0 or equal
to the expected value of 0.878 Å3. The residence auto-correlation function data
(bottom left) show no difference, as a function of surface polarizability, when gra-
phene is charged. However, the MSD data (bottom middle) show that water mole-
cules on charged polarizable graphene have faster mobility along the direction
parallel to the substrate compared to water on charged non-polarizable graphene. For
example, water molecules on the −8 μC/cm2 non-polarizable graphene (dash red)
diffuse more slowly than on the polarizable surface with the same surface charge
density (dash green). The same can be repeated for the positively charged graphene.
Experimental data such as those obtained from NMR or neutron scattering are
needed to determine which of these predictions better reproduces reality. The
reorientation correlation function data (bottom right) indicate that the effect of
polarizability of graphene on the rotation of water on charged graphene is negligible.

Fig. A.6 Residence auto-correlation function (left panels), mean square displacement as a
function of time (middle panels), and reorientation correlation function (right panels) for inter-
facial water on graphene surfaces. Top, middle, and bottom panels are for the results for SPC/E and
SWM4_DP water on neutral non-polarizable graphene surface, SWM4_DP water on neutral
graphene as a function of graphene polarizability, and SWM4_DP water on charged graphene,
polarizable and non-polarizable, respectively
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A.5 Conclusions

The importance of including the polarizability of water and graphene in molecular
dynamics simulation of the water/graphene system was explored. A thin film of
rigid SPC/E and polarizable SWM4_DP water on non-polarizable and polarizable
graphene surfaces was simulated. The graphene surface was either maintained
neutral or charged. The obtained results suggest that the SPC/E and SWM4_DP
yield very similar structural properties of water on neutral non-polarizable gra-
phene, while the dynamical properties of SPC/E and SWM4_DP on neutral
non-polarizable graphene are slightly different. More importantly, I found that
including explicitly in the calculations the polarizability of graphene enhances the
number of interfacial SWM4_DP water molecules pointing one of their OH bonds
toward the surface, although it insignificantly affects the dynamical properties of
interfacial SWM4_DP water if the polarizability of carbon is smaller than
α = 0.878 Å. On charged graphene surfaces, the effect of polarizability of graphene
on the structural properties and some of the dynamical properties of SWM4_DP
water is negligible because the electrostatic forces dominate the polarization forces,
as expected. For all cases, the hydrogen bond network is insensitive to the polar-
izability of both water and graphene. These results, when accompanied by exper-
imental data, will provide a comprehensive picture of water properties and insight
into the importance of polarization at graphene/water interface. Applications that
will benefit from this fundamental understanding include the design of energy
storage devices as well as water desalination processes.
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Appendix B
Integration of the Poisson Equation

The Poisson equation reads (the symbols are explained in the Chap. 4):

d2w
dz2

¼ �1
Eo

qðzÞ ðB:1Þ

The first and second integrations with respect to the variable z, the distance from
the charged surface, yield:

dw
dz

ðzÞ ¼ �1
Eo

Zz

0

q uð ÞduþC1 ðB:2Þ

wz ¼
�1
eo

Zz

0

Zs

0

q uð ÞdudsþC1zþC2 ðB:3Þ

In Eqs. (B.2) and (B.3) u and s are dummy variables, C1 and C2 are constants of
integration that are defined by imposing appropriate boundary conditions.

As the first boundary condition, I impose that

dw
dz

¼ 0 at z ¼ R=2

(i.e., the electric field at the pore centre is zero), which yields.

C1 ¼ 1
Eo

Z R=2

0
q uð Þdu:

As the second boundary condition I impose w zð Þ ¼ 0 at z ¼ 0:
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(i.e., the potential is chosen to be zero at z = 0), which for all electrochemical
cells yields.

C2 ¼ 0:

The last equality implies that all electrical potentials shown in this work as
expressed relative to the potential of the electrode at z = 0.

Using the relations just derived for C1 and C2, Eq. (B.3) becomes

wz ¼
�1
eo

Zz

0

Zs

0

q uð Þdudsþ 1
Eo

ZR=2

0

q uð Þdu
" #

z ðB:4Þ

From Eq. (B.4) I switch the order of integration within the double integrals to
obtain

wz ¼
�1
eo

Zz

0

Zz

u

q uð Þdsdu� ZR=2

0

q uð Þdu
 !

z

" #
ðB:5Þ

and subsequently

wz ¼
�1
eo

Zz

0

z� uð Þq uð Þdu� ZR=2

0

q uð Þdu
 !

z

" #
ðB:6Þ

The results presented in Figs. 4.4 and 4.6 are obtained by numerical integration
of Eq. (B.6) using the respective charge density profiles as input.
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